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ABSTRACT

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR CONTEMPORARY ROLES OF

HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS BYAN EMDC IN THE WESTERN CAPE

SHARLENE RAYNERS

M. Ed. mini-thesis, Faculty of Education, University of the Western Cape.

This study seeks to present a case study of professional development for contemporary

roles of high schooi principals of an EMDC in the Western Cape. The advent of a

democratic government in South Africa in 1994 inevitably resulted in initiatives for

transformation in education. School principals are under enormous pressure to transform

their schools from the traditionally rigid, bureaucratically administered schools to

institutions that have democratic, decentralised school administration. Against this

background, this study attempts to determine the contemporary leadership roles of
princ-ipals in their various contexts and explore their 'real' needs for effective school

ieaderihip development, also to make recommendations for empowering school leaders

in an EMDC region.

Local and international literature on school leadership and management was reviewed.

An investigation was done of the perceptions of six high school principals, their

contemporiry roles and identification of common challenges facing them to lead

effectively. The researcher also explored an Educational Management and Development

Centre's (EMDC) Institutional Management and Governance (IMG) component's

perceptions of challenges associated with the school leadership of principals within
iducational and training institutions within their region, and ascertained the relationship

between EMDCs' training and the needs of the principals.

The findings reveal that despite slight differences, there was general agreement on issues

of the role, development and support of the school principal between the principals and

the circuit -anagi.s of the ptll,OC. The case study has identified the need for the

contemporary role of the principal to be more extensive in the context of current reforms.

The principais interviewed all aspired to leading their schools in the direction of the new

refoims, however challenging. The study has also established that there are good

professional relationships between the principals and their circuit managers. There is

mutual acceptance that many of the challenges that principals face are not dealt with by

the EMDC. However, as the circuit managers endeavour to move towards a

developmental approach rather than merely administrative support for principals, there is

evidence to support the notion that they are making significant progress.

Finally, a number of key recommendations are made for efficient and effective

preparation, development and support for school leadership.
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CIIAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

The 21st century has heralded new global, mega-trends for leaders in

schools. Naisbitt (1984) coined the term ?nega-trends'to describe broad

social, economic, political and technological changes which influence in

very potent ways the course of change in different domains of endeavour

(Caldwell and Spinks, 1993: 5).

Educational planners and administrators are increasingly being asked to

address many factors that are shaping society as a whole. In most

countries of one of the most important of these factors has been the re-

positioning of certain powers and responsibilities away from central

governments towards local communities. Futlan (1996: 702) asserts that

there is a worldwide trend toward self-managing schools. The central

authority, retains a powerful but more focused role, determining broad

goals, setting priorities and building frameworks for accountability'

Caldwell and Spinks (1993: vii) maintain that major responsibilities are

being shifted to the school level, and there is simultaneous centralisation

and decentralisation.

School leaders need to understand the changing natures of the wider

society in which schools are set, the complexities of self-managlng

schools and the nature and extent of their own leadership circumstances

(Davies, 1999:11).

I
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In the present period of radical political and educational change in South

Africa, institutional leadership in education is a subject both of wide

public concern and of lively academic interest. Many issues and

challenges of school leaders compete for attention and the case for well-

directed, high quality research is insistent and strong.

1.2 Aims and objectives of this study

This study is concerned with the changes and development taking place

in education, particularly the challenges of educational leadership and

martagement. More specifically, this study aims to determine the

contemporary leadership roles of principals in high schools under the

jurisdiction of an Education Management and Development Centre

(EMDC), Western Cape region, and to explore their development for

effective school leadership. The objectives of this study will be to:

. Review local and international literature on school leadership

and training.

Investigate school principals' perceptions of their contempora'ry

roles and identi$r common challenges facing principals in their

task to lead effectively.

Explore an Educational Management and Development Centre's

(EMDC) Institutional Management and Governance (IMG)

component's perceptions of challenges associated with school

leadership of principals within institutions for education and

training in their regions.

a

a
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. Ascertain the relationship between EMDCs' training and the

needs of the principals.

a Make recommendations to improve effective leadership of school

principals based on a review of local and international school

leadership literature, professional development programmes and

the investigation involving the IMG and principals.

1.3 Rationale and background of the study

The previous apartheid education system in South Africa was

characterised by authoritarian top-down management by its officials

(Makhoba, 1998:7). Principals were ultimately responsible for decision-

making in schools. This was done without support, encouragement and

even without leadership training, and since 1994 schools need principals

who c€Ut lead transformation in education aimed at empowering all

stakeholders (Davidoff et al, 1995 cited in Makhoba, 1998: 8). This study

therefore, seeks to identi$r challenges principals face in dealing with the

transformations and offer recommendations for empowering principals to

lead democratic transformation at their schools.

Globally leaders and managers of schools are faced with the challenge of

effectively functioning in dynamically changing and increasingly complex

education systems (Davies and Ellison, 1999:1 1). Political

democratisation in South Africa has led to the democratisation of its

education system (Davidoff andLaz.arus, 1997: vii).

3
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Many educational reforms and policies in South Africa follow the global

decentralisation trend. This puts the principal in a precarious position,

because the principal has to effectively lead the school community in line

with this new trend.

All principals according to Dunford et al (2OOO: ix) suffer from exposure

because within each school the buck stops with them. Girvin (1995:3)

maintains that the policies on the future of education and training made

no specific mention of the need for the ma.nagement and leadership

training of school principals. The initial impetus for this research was the

researcher's conviction that principals need to be empowered for their

precarious positions, oS they have to effectively lead their school

communities in line with this new global trend.

Due to political restructuring and educational transformation in South

Africa, principals are exposed to lolicy overload'fWilliams,2OO1: 92). At

the same time, the education system has come under escalating pressure

to raise standards of achievement. Even more problematic are schools

that normally enrol many difficult learners. As schooling is a high profile

political policy issue, this study contends that the principals are forced

into a wider public a-rena and are directly under pressure to deliver not

only educationally but also lolitically'.

The principals' pressure and exposure come from both within and

without the school institution (Sterling and Davidoff, 2000:5). The

principal is the key link between national, provincial, and district

education poticy and implementation at institutional and community

level.

4
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According to Girvin (1995: 1)

The pnrrcipal wilt be the fulcrum around uhich change takes
place, receiuirry potiq directions fum aboue and being
responsible for the propagation and implementation belottt.

Education reform and restructuring have necessitated the

implementation of drastic organisational changes. These major changes

require major paradigm shifts (Van der Linde, 2002:513) and

transformational leadership (Leithwood, et al, 1996:786). The principals

have to cope with these major challenges while simultaneously

transforming, building and maintaining effective schools- The

traditionally rigid, bureaucratically administered school has grven way to

a democratic, decentralised school administration.

Principals are also expected to be instructional leaders (Williams, 1995:8)

who enhance teaching, and learning. As effective instructional leaders

they have to lead collegiality among educators, professionally develop

and empower teachers, do purposeful inquiry and encourage reflection

and experimentation. This study intends to determine how democratic

school governance has changed the role of the principal.

Training for school principals in the Western Cape appears to be

neglected. Similar responses relating to training of principals in the

United Kingdom were expressed by Girvin (1995:1). The purpose of the

EMDCs in the Western Cape is to offer the School-Based Management

model for supporting school development. The new EMDC structures

replace the former area offices, and are intended to facilitate

communication and consistency amongst school support services

(Robinson et al, 2OO2:31.

5
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In addition, promotion of many inexperienced principals (Williams, 2001:

92) warrants specific preparation for aspiring and practising principals to

lead School-Based Managed schools. What is of major concern has been

that: "Rarely have adequate time and resources been set aside prior to,

or during, change for the necessary professional development of sta-fl"

(Girvin, 1995:1).

It is envisaged that through their reconstructed organisation, EMDCs will

offer more systematic, co-ordinated and holistic support services to

schools, thereby breaking through what has often been a fragmented

approach to supporting school development. In this regard, it is hoped

that the EMDCs will contribute to schools developing the capacity to

manage their own developmental needs.

The professional relationship between the Institutional Management and

Governance (lMG) component of the EMDC and their principals will be

established in this study. The IMG is a component of the EMDC that

focuses on management and governance co-ordination, support and

empowerrnent, with a view to support the development of effective, self-

sustaining learning sites that provide quality education within the

framework of national and provincial education goals (WCED, 2000:30)'

Regarding these education management development activities, the

Department of Education (1996b: 34) suggests that less emphasis should

be placed on off-site, menu-driven knowledge and skill-focused formal

courses of training and development, and more attention should be given

to the development of programmes and materials which are related to

performance enhancement in the school context. These should reflect

teal, needs, and be sufficiently flexible for use in a variety of contexts,

individually or collectivelY.

6
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This study is therefore an attempt to determine the contemporar5r

leadership roles of principals in their various contexts and explore their

,real'needs for effective school leadership and provide recommendations

for empowering school leaders in an EMDC region.

1.4 Transformational leadershiP

This study will focus on the transformational leadership roles of

principals construed to be more consistent with school restructuring in

South Africa. "Prominent notions of the principal's role have evolved from

m€rnager, to street-level bureaucrat, to change agent, to instructional

leader, to transformational leader' (Leithwood et dl, 1996: 743]''

Transformational leaders according to Day et al (2000:1a) hot only

manage structure, they purposefully influence the culture in order to

change it. The principal's role results from external pressures and

reflects the reform of the educational system (Leithwood et al, 1996: 7441.

Transformation has been the outcome of individual, hierarchical and

patriarchal forms of school leadership for the greater part of educational

history (Grace, 1995: 54).

The South African education system is moving from centralised

authoritative hierarchy to decentralised school-based management. This

has implications for increased participatory leadership and decentralised

decision-making that is beneficial to all. Transformational leadership

that is fundamentally moral emerges from the needs, aspirations and

values of followers and results in mutuality of purposes between leaders

and followers. Moreover, followers can make choices among real

alternatives. osuch leadership occurs when persons engage with

others in such a way that leaders and followers raise each other to higher

levels of motivation and moralit5/ (Burns, 1978:201.

7
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The power bases of both interact to create mutual support and common

purpose. Seryiovanni (1995) cited in Day et al (2000:119), agrees that

when "... transformational leadership is practised successfully, purposes

which may have initially seemed to be separate, become fused".

Transformational leadership entails not only a change in the purposes

and resources of those involved in the leader-follower relationship but an

elevation of both - a change "... for the better' (Leithwood et al, 1996:

T86l. In transformational relationships, leaders and followers together

define both the means and ends of human action:

Tlrc esserrce of leadership ... is tlrc reagnition of real need, t?rc

uncoueing and exptoiting of enntradictions among ualues and
bettueen ialues and. practice, and. tlrc realigning of ualues, ...

and. onscious-raising on a uide plane.
(Burns, 1978:a3-4al

Burns (1978:al contends o... transformational leadership is ultimately a

relationship of mutual stimulation and elevation that converts followers

into leaders...'This study concurs that this is fundamental to leading the

decentralised trend of school-based management in school communities.

This study will be located within the following categories of

transformational leadership (Leithwood, 1999:39 cited in Day et al,

2000:15):

o setting directions ;

. deuelofrrq people;

. organising; and

o building relationsfups.

8
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principals a.re faced with situations in which effective and eflicient school

managements requires new and improved skills, knowledge and attitudes

to cope with a wide r€mge of new demands and challenges' From this

perspective Grace (1995:5a) argUes, o... transformational leadership

involves considerable social skills of advocacy, inter-gfoup relations,

team building and inspiration without domination"'

This study recognises the need and will explore preparation and

professional development of transformational leaders to be a credible

alternative to traditional leadership (Grace, 1995: 54; Jirasinghe and

Lyons, 1996: 7; Bush and Jackson, 2002: 418).

1.5 Research paradigm/design/methodologr

The recent trend from apartheid centralisation towards democratic

decentralisation in South Africa has drastically changed school

leadership. It is therefore necessa.ry to gain conceptual clarity of changes

in the way principals lead and manage schools. Consequently, a

documentary anatysis of principal leadership in this study is vital'

This study is located predominantly within a qualitative paradigm' The

research will elicit comprehensive data pertaining to the role and support

of principals. A case study will thus be designed to acquire accurate

descriptions of the contemporaly roles and professional development of

the principals by their EMDC. The qualitative research methods chosen

will delve deeper into these issues.

9
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The research techniques will consist of a documentary analysis of all

available and relevant documents on school teadership and development,

and semi-structured interviews with principals and circuit managers.

The purpose of the documentary analysis is to orientate the researcher

with the content of the study and the interview is to elicit participants'

thoughts and experiences, which is vital to this study (Cohen and

Manion, 1980:2a3).

pilot interviews will be conducted with circuit managers and principals

from a different EMDC region to the one used in the study, to assess

whether interview guides elicit appropriate information to answer the

research questions.

Semi-structured interviews will be conducted to explore the nature and

range of preparation, development and support offered to principals by

the EMDC. In addition, the researcher will investigate challenges they

face and their recommendations with regard to professional development

for principals. The interviews will be semi-structured to allow

interviewees to raise ald discuss issues pertinent to school leadership

not raised by the interviewer.

purposive sampling will be used, as it is the intention of the researcher to

get as many different viewpoints as possible that are representative and

typical in the EMDC region. Principals and circuit managers will be

approached to voluntarily participate in the research'

Six school principals within the jurisdiction of an EMDC in the Western

Cape will be selected for this study. In addition, the six circuit managers

who provide direct service and have direct links with principals of

schools in their circuits will be selected.

10
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AIl interviews will be audio-recorded, with permission of participants.

Verbatim transcriptions of the interviews will be done and the resulting

text analysed.

A thematic analysis will begin at the research design stage and

informally continue during and a-fter interviews (Arslry & Knight,

1999:161). Themes relating to the common aspects under the headings

of the principals roles, challenges, preparation and professional

development that emerge, will be noted. Data collected from each school

principal will be compared to identiff common factors in their roles,

preparation, professional development, support received and the

challenges they face.

Data collected from circuit m€rnagers will be compared to data collected

from principals. This is to ascertain whether there is congruence in their

perceptions regarding the leadership and professional development of

principals.

Triangulation will be done with data emerging from principals, circuit

managers and the documentar5r analysis as they converge to form ao"'

triangle of error" (Berg, 2001:5).

Finally, recommend.ations will be made that can contribute to effective

school leadership.

1l
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CIIAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEtrI

2.1 Introduction

The intention of this study as stated in chapter one is to determine the

relationship between the challenges principals face in their contemporary

roles in high schools under the jurisdiction of an Education Management

and Development Centre (EMDC), in the Western Cape region, and their

professional development and support for effective school leadership

provided by the EMDC. The new school governance policies that require

principals to be able to work in democratic and participative ways to

build relationships and ensure efficient and effective delivery, will be

reviewed. The principal's contemporary roles will then be investigated,

including the challenges faced. Finally, the professional development of

principals will be explored.

2.2 South African education policy context

ln 1994, political democratisation of South Africa inevitably resulted in

initiatives for transformation in education. No discussion of context in

South Africa can ignore the overriding context of transformation, both in

society generally and education in particular (Smith et al,2OO7: 41.

The importance of good management in the transformation of both

government and civil society is entrenched in South Africa's Constitution.

t2
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Section 195 of the Constittttion of the Republic of South Afica, 1996 deals

with basic values and principles governing public administration and

provides, inter alia, (195:1) that Fublic Administration must be governed

by the democratic principles and values enshrined in the Constitution,

including the following principles:

a) A high stand.ard of professionnl ethics must be promoted and
maintained;

b) Efficienl, ecorwmic and. effectiue use of resources must be promoted;
c) Public administration must be deuelopment oientated;
d) Good latman-resource management and. career-deuelopment

practices, to maximise futmanpotential, must be anltiuated; and
e) Public a.dministration must be broo.dlg represen:tatiue of tlw South

Afimn people, with emplogment and pelsonnel mnnagement
practies based on abilitg, objectiuitg, fairness, and tlrc need to
redress the imbalanr,es of tltc past to achieue broad representation-

This broad context of public service management intersects with the

education policy context. The education policy context in South Africa is

a system undergoing immense transformation from one grounded in the

apartheid paradigm of racial segregation and inequality to a new

paradigm grounded in equaliff of opportunity for all learners, regardless

of race, socio-economic status, gender, ability, or other personal

characteristics (Smith, 1997 : 261.

The Constitution establishes a democratic nationa-l, provincial and local

government order and binds all public schools to observe fundamental

rights and protect fundamental freedoms, many of which have direct

implications for decisions made by school governors and m€rnagers (DoE,

1996a:16).

13
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In the Education White Paper (1995), the Ministry of Education

announced that the decision-making authority of schools in the public

sector would be shared among parents, teachers, learners and the

community. The South African Schools Act (SASA) (1996c) requires the

promotion of access, equality and democratic governance in the

schooling system. The SASA provides for democratic school governance

through school governing bodies (SGBs), which is in place in public

schools. This warrants co-operative governance and participatory

management in schools, which is very different from the principal

previously being solely responsible. The principals now have to lead the

implementation of these new democratic directives.

The challenges of implementing democratic governance and participatory

management in schools remain, as mandatory policies by themselves do

not lead to institutional change. According to Van der Linde (2002:513),

the mandatory policies lead the way to, inter alia:

tle moue fiom 19 differenl edumtion systems to one education sgstem;

a moue from rlonacultural to multicttlfinal schools,'

tle moue from a foans on educator irrytut, corrtent-driuen education to
learner outomes, out@mes-based education with intended results and
outputs as indicated in a more streamlined uersion of Curriatlum 2OO5;

and.

ryalitg education for all.

*

*

*

*

Implementing these new systems of educational administration and

governance inevitably affects the role of the principal.

l4
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2.3 Reconstructing school leadership

The principles of democracy in education reform necessitate principals

transforming exclusive and authoritarian structures and establishing

procedures, which provide for representative participation in school

governance.

Tlrc splrcre of gouerning bodies is gouernanre, bg uthichis m.eant
policg determinatiory in uthich tle democratic participation of the
schools' stake?alders fs essential. Tlrc pimary splrcre of tlrc
scltool leadership is managemerrt, bg whichis meant the dag-to-
dag organisation of teachirlg arld learning, and the actiuities
uthich support teaching and. learning, for uhich teaclers and
th.e school pincipal are responsible.

Tlrcse sph.eres ouerlap, and tlrc distinction in roles between
pincipals artd. tlwir staff, distict education autlaities, anl
SGBs, needto be agreedwithtlrc prouirwial education
departments. ?fus utould permit ursiderable diuersitg in
gouernance and. management roles, depending onthe
ciratmstan@s of each school, with national and" prouincial
policies. (DoE, 1996a: l7l

Due to the overlap and distinctions in roles of school governance, an

implication of the policy context for school leaders is to see '3... the big

picture" (DoE, 1999). School leaders need a comprehensive view of how

school governance and leadership is changing. Shaeffet (1997: 223l'

states that, in country after country, at least in the developing world,

top-down, system-wide reforms in areas such as curriculum development

and teacher training continue to leave the actual nature of teaching and

learning in individual schools virtually untouched. He is insistent that

evidence shows that the innovation processes must begin at school level,

where real change can take place. Thus he maintains that management

of schools is becoming a more important variable in the ongoing attempt

to increase access to, and improve the qualiff of, basic education.

15
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Shaeffer (1997: 223) further maintains that the development of a system

to nurture good education management at the school level is therefore

becoming an ever-higher priority for education ministries around the

world. The following issues need to be dealt with when recognising the

critical role of education management in guiding the South African

tran sformation process :

Parttcipation of stakelnlders and. tlrc broader community. In
general, the various systems have been managed in ways that
exclude major stakeholders. This problem was one of the root
causes of the education crisis. Developing the appropriate
practices, norrns, procedures and language to mediate
participation will take time and careful planning.

WiA. The ideolory of apartheid education which asserted that
different racial and ethnic groups should be educated
separately, has resulted in an unequal distribution of
institutional power, management capacity, education and
training along gender, race and ethnic lines. In general, the
m€magement orientation within these systems has focused on
distribution within each group, rather than equity, in terms of
equal distribution and social relations. This will be an entirely
new orientation for many people within the system.

Effectiueness and. efficierrcg. The various systems have been
managed neither effectively, in the sense of ensuring delivery of
services, nor efficiently, in the sense of saving resources. In the
new system, there will be a need to find a balance between
effectiveness in terms of the basic objectives to be achieved,
and efficiency, in terms of the most rational use of resources.
Civil servants managing the system will have to develop a new
set of standards for managing and allocating resources and
educational services.

Accountabilitg. The various systems lack both financial and
management accountability due to problems of over-
centralisation and the limited legitimacy of the political
authorities. Corruption needs to be limited and clear
procedures established for ensuring that decisions and
consultations are transparent.
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Slwing of responsibilitg. This clearly has not been a major
feature of the old system and establishing partnerships and
joint responsibility implies a different means of governing at the
institutional level. It also implies the development of new skills
and capacities for managing this process in both the public
service and civil societ5r, at schools, in training institutions, at
the provincial level and in the national ministry.

Democratic process. The past system was characterised by the
non-participative, secretive ethos that was neither accountable
nor democratic. Establishing democratic processes will require
challenging existing political and institutional arrangements.
(Coombe and Godden, 1996:.7-341

These insights are helpful basis from which to begin to consider the

context within which school leaders' function in the education sector.

Arguably, the most important contextual elements for a consideration of

the question of educational management revolve around the school itself.

Motala (1995: 169, L77) "cited in Smith et al (2001:8)' states the

importance of the school context in South Africa in the following terms:

While poor saruiual (stagng in sctwol) can be attibuted to a
rutmber of discrete in-sclaol and out-of-school fadors, the
ouerutlrclming impression from tlrc research utas tlwt education
erists tttithin a socio-earwmic, political, crtlfiral realitg, and
these forces antinuallg impact on the school, partianlarlg on tlrc
edumtion of gourqer children ....

Wlwt was starkly portraged in tlrc surueA uos th.e ertreme
depiuation of tlrc contert in uhich schaoling is omtning - from
highuncmplogment and poor lwusirq to uiolerrce and. pouertg ....
'Surutuing' th.e sgstem is a major chollenge for all tounship
childrery and" basic education in all its aspeds deserues urgent
policg attention.

This context highlights certain realities and challenges facing most

principals serving communities in lower socio-economic areas.
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In Donahue's (1997:213) overview of schools in South Africa, she noted

that:

there is much disczrssfon in South Afica about the need to
restore a 'culture of teaching and learning' in schoolg os tlere is
abundant euiderrce ttnt in manA schools such a qilfiire lws
broken doun There is no orrc single cause for this collapse, but
o. conseEtence of an interrelated seies of problems, whichis the
legacg of ttrc past.

Principals therefore require different roles for different times and

circumstances, which will vary with the school context, including the

type of school, staff and learners, but especially the state of the school in

terms of effectiveness and improvement. The following suggestions are

examples of the types of roles required of principals in these different

types of schools:

ln mouirq sclwols, the principal is mainly concerned with facilitating
the leadership of others and concentrates on maintaining a proper
direction for the school;

In cntising schaols, the principa-l needs to sound a fuake-up call' and
demonstrate that things are not as well as they seem; he or she will
have to be a risk taker to recapture a culture of continuous
improvement;

In strolling sclwols, the principal must demonstrate vision that will
enable the school to move forward from this nerfiral position; or he or
she must be able to accelerate both the pace and focus of change;

:1.

:f

,|(

{.

,.

In struggling schools, the principal typically needs to build on the will
to change while recognising the problems that are keeping the school
down; he or she must know how to build on strengths and begin an
incremental process of improvement; and

In sinking schools, the principal faces the greatest challenge of all and
must be able to enlist the requisite support to effect change and be
prepared to tackle m4ior obstacles, usually on several fronts at once,
including the ability to stimulate the will to change - agairrct all odds.

(Stoll and Fink, 7996: 115-117)
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In order to lead these schools successfully it is clear that principals

should be aware of their unique school contexts and what is necessary to

lead them effectively. Good school leadership in extensively changing

times in South Africa is encapsulated in the following words of Fullan

(1993: viii):

Clnnge forces are a deliberate double en:tertdre. C\wrqe is
ubiqitous and" relertless, foreing itself on us at euery tunt. At
tlrc same time, tlrc sector of growth and deuelopm.ent is learning
hout to contertd" utth the forces of clwnge - turnirry positiue forces
to our aduantagq uthile bluntirry negatiue ones. Tlw future of the
utorld is a learning fufire.

Frincipals need to be skilled to deal with the extensive changes for

growth and development to achieve a learning future. The correlation

between the quality of leadership and school effectiveness is established

by research in many parts of the world by Dalin (1998) and Mortimore ef

al (2OOOI "cited in Bush & Jackson (200l:4171" . Squelch & Lemmer

ll99a: viii) concur that effective leaders manage effective schools. They

argue that good leadership does not happen by chance. Principals in

leadership positions require leadership skills. They need to continually

reflect, improve and develop leadership skills essential for good

leadership and management.

2.4 Transformational leadership

The researcher maintains that transformational leadership by principals

is appropriate for leading democratic governumce and participatory

m€rnagement, underpinning the global mega-trend of decentralisation of

education in South African schools.
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Addressing transformational leadership in his renowned work on the

topic, Burns (1978:1) argues that the underlying nature of the crisis of

leadership is intellectual, and most understanding of leadership not only

over-emphasises the role of power but holds a faulty view of power as

well. Burns maintains that the essence of leadership is found in

relationships. "...the most powerful influences consist of deeply human

relationships in which two or more persons engage with one alother."

These relationships are set in a context of human motives and physical

constraints. Allix (2000: 9) concurs that transformational leadership's

main concern is for a relationship between leaders and followers that has

an enduring moral purpose and which is grounded in the fundamental

wants, needs, aspirations and values of followers. This is in line with

school leadership in South Africa being in the interest of the communit5r

it serves.

Burns (1978:3) asserts, leadership is nothing if not linked to

collective purpose". This, according to Burns (1978:20), is a process in

which "... leaders and followers raise one another to higher levels of

morality and motivation ....'This process not only entails a change in the

purposes and resources of those involved in the leader-follower

relationship but €rn elevation of both, a change for the better. In

particular, Burns emphasises the educative nature of the relationship

between leaders and followers, which he believes is also consistent with

contemporary democratic norrns.

This is reflected in the new South African education policies requiring

school leaders to work in democratic and participatory ways to build

relationships and ensure eflicient and effective delivery.
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South African school leaders can also gain insight from Leithwood, one of

the world's lead.ing researchers on school leadership. In authoritative and

scholarly work on leadership for changing times, Leithwood and his co-

authors present evidence of the enduring power of this concept for

schools in times of change. Padsakoff et al (1990) cited in Leithwood et al

(1996: 7861, offered. arguably the most comprehensive set of

transformational leadership dimensions based on a combination of seven

prior perspectives on transformational leadership that are significant to

the South African school context. The seven dimensions are: identiSring

and articulating a vision; fostering the acceptance of group goals;

providing an appropriate model; high performance expectations;

providing individual support; providing intellectual stimulation;

contingent reward; and management-by-exception. Leithwood (1999:39)

cited in Leithwood ef al (1996: 7861, proposed different categories of

transformational leadership in schools from those seven dimensions,

which are:

a

o

setting directions (includes uision building, goal consellsus and the
deuelopment of high-performarrce erytectatio*) ;

deueloping people (includes tlw prouision of indiuidualised support,
intellecfital stimulation and tlw modelling of ualues and. practies
importantto tlrc missrbn of the sclaol);

organizing (culfine buitdirq in uhich colleagaes are motiuated bg
moral imperatiues and stntcfiting, fosteing slnred decision-
making processes and problem- soluing capacitie s ) ; and

buildirq relation ships with tle school ammunitg

o

a

The addition of the school community aspect moves this work beyond the

previous notions of transformational leadership. Building relationships

with the school community forms a vital component of effective

contemporary school leadership in South Africa.
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2.5 Leadership and management

Examining the mqjor concepts of leadership and management and

becoming familiar with the current research on leadership in schools can

provide useful insights for contempora-ry leadership and management in

South African schools. The difference between leadership and

management will be examined to develop an understanding of the

complex nature of the principal's role. Because of the impact of reform on

the management of schools, it is necessarJr to define leadership and

management more clearly as two essential and complementary functions

of the principals.

According to Day et al (2000: l7l, it has been argued by some that "...

good management controls complexity; effective leadership produces

useful change ....' and state that others have summarised the key

orientations of the former, which is control, and the latter which is about

"liberation". Nathan (2000: 13) is convinced that the difference between

leadership and m€magement can be better summarised as follows:

TIE major difference befiteen manoging and. leadirry is tlrc
leaders' capacitg to W people up, to artiaiate pufpose, to giue
realifu to higlrcr ualues, to resolue onfliding aims as a rrleans to
tlrc fulfilment of tlrc follouers.
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The following is a s5mopsis of the differences between leading and

managtng:

Adapted from Bennis (1989) and West-Burnham (1995)

One can find many definitions of what managers do; however, it is much

harder to find convincing explanations of the differences between

management and leadership. This table is therefore useful to distinguish

between the two. Leadership and management are not necessarily the

same but Squelch & Lemmer (199a:10) argue they are not mutually

exclusive.

Is concerned with:
* innovation
* development
* challenging status quo

* originating
* horizons
* inspiring trust
* asking what and why
* being his/her own person
* vision
+ strategic issues
* transformation
* ends
* people
* doing the right things

is concerned with:
* administration
* maintenance
* accepting status quo

* initiating
* bottom line
* relying on control
* asking how and when
* being classic good worker
* implementation
+ operational issues

* transaction
* means
* systems
* doing things right
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Dunford et al (2000: 2) argue that both leadership and ma.nagement are

necessary for a school to be effective. They maintain that leadership is

the ability to move the school forward, whilst management is concerned

with the procedures necessa-ry to keep the school running. They further

maintain that leadership is concerned with the long term and the

strategic, while management is concerned with the immediate and the

short term. Vision is articulated and set by the leader, whilst the

manager is required to design and implement procedures which enable

the vision to be achieved.

South African principals find themselves in the precarious position where

they have to be competent to lead and manage their schools differently in

a new democracy. Insecurity and pressure arising from such turbulent

policy environments create problems, dilemmas and challenges for

principals. Change in traditional practices, roles and relationships within

schools and between schools and their environments are prompted by

policies aimed at restructuring school systems not only in South Africa

but globally (Day et a\,2000: 8; Davies and Ellison, 1999: 2; Dunfotd et

al, 2000:1-3).

This is particutarty so for established principals, many of who were

selected for, and gained experience in administrative positions in school

contexts markedly different from those being forged by restructuring

(Hallinger & Murphy, 1991 cited in Dimmock, 1996:135).

Therefore, principals are now required to move beyond administrative

management and lead their schools. This change is not easy as many

principals are faced with many challenges like disputed and disrupted

authority relations between principals, educators and poor sqhool

results, violence in and out of schools and poor attendance by educators

and learners.
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Varr der Linde (2OO2:519) maintains that two facets of the management

of change as a reaction to the current problems in South African schools

are the following:

*

*

The learning organisatton philosophg uhich ennbles tlrc creation of
learnirry anltures and. an enuironment for lifelong learning tlvough a
anlfitre of collaboration and ommitment; and

Profe s sio nal st aff de u elopme nt a s irtstitrtti onnl de u elop ment.

Principals can transform dilemmas into resolvable courses of action, to

convert seemingly irresolute situations into challenges and opportunities.

2.6 Professional development and support for principals

In order to transform these dilemmas, prepa.ration, professional

development and support becomes crucial for principals to effectively

execute their extensive and comprehensive contemporary roles.

South Africa, however, lacks a national stratery for dealing with

management and development requirements. Mclennan (1996:aal

maintains, very little organised thinking has been done in developing a

South African understanding of education management or a systematic

comprehension of education management development strategies.

Mclennan further argues that in the absence of a coherent policy for

management development, the provision is inadequate in terms of

content and coverage.
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In response the Department of Education is proposing a multi-faceted

strategr for education management development in South Africa, but

recognises that its stratery will be coherent only if it is designed and

implemented within the context of a renewable and agreed policy

framework for improving management in the education service (DoE

20OO:a). The perspective of the Department of Education is that the

primary focus for any new approach to management development must

be the school and its community.

In recognition of a need to build management capacity appropriate to

education transformation, the Minister of Education appointed a Task

Team on Education Management Development, early in 1996, to make

proposals for a national strategr for education management development

in South Africa. The Task Team reported to the Minister of Education, in

November 1996, through a report entitled Changing Management to

Manage Change in Education (DoE, 1996b), was based on extensive

consultation with government departments at all levels, non-

governmental organisations and private sector authorities, university

faculties of education and education policy units, colleges of education,

professiona-l associations and union representatives. It also drew advice

in research papers during international coltoquia, from international

experts from developing and developed countries. The report of the Task

Team has formed the basis for subsequent policy development and

programmatic initiatives in the a.rea of education management

development.

Mclennan (1996:a5) argues, if the key challenge for education

management relates to the inappropriate nature of many of the existing

management systems, processes and structures, a further challenge is to

devise creative strategies for translating the new vision for education

management development into effective action.
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It is the view of the Department of Education that such strategies are

likely to have the greatest impact if they are devised and implemented

within a coherent framework for systematic capacify building. A holistic
framework for education management development was adopted based

upon recommendations by the Minister's Task Team on education

management (DoE, 1996b: 6). Capacity building, or developing the ability
of individuals and organisations to perform effectively and consistently,

is fundamental to the framework. The framework comprises five key

components (DoE, 2000:9):

1. Strategic diredion: building tlrc capacitg to set the course for
schools, institrttiorrc, and" uaious leuels of the education
seruice, within tlrc nntert of agreed ualues and pinciples
uthich witl guide tlrcm;

2. Organisational - structures and sgstems: building the, capacitg
to deuelop and. deliuer ryality education seruices tlwough
effediue strucfires a n d. procedures;

3. Human resources: deueloping people at all leuels of t?e
education seruie, wlrcther tlrcy are managertal, technical,
professtonal or sttpport staff;

4. Infrastrucfiiral and otlter resources: deueloping the basic
infrastntcture for decision-maHrry, and prouidirlg appropiate
technical, firnncial artd. mateial back-up; and

5. Netuorking, partnerships and communication: linking
irtstittttions, people, resources and. interest groups inside and
outside South Africo in a uaietA of pradical, foansed waAq
and. improuing leuels of communication.
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Taken together, the Department of Education is convinced these

components constitute a holistic framework for changing developing

education management practices in South Africa, and ultimately for

improving the quality of teaching and learning in South African schools

(DoE,20O0:10). It is a dynamic framework, which may evolve and be

adapted for use in a variety of ways, according to changing needs.

Due to inadequate national strategies to deal with management and its

development, principals rely on education districts for management

support and development.

2.7 Education Districts

A district is understood internationally as a subsystem made up of a
number of schools in a particular region, the centre of which is a district

oflice (DoE, 1999:10). The South African Department of Education is

confident that:

Education disticts haue been targeted as leueroge to systemic
education clwnge because tlrcA are geographicallg and
organisationallg closer to schools and. can tLrcrefore lnue
potential to serve os important nod.es of sgstemic clunge,
deliuery and support on an ongoing basis

(DoE, L999:231

According to the Department of Education (1999:11) its districts appea-r

to be an undefined mixture of bureaucracy, markets and communit5r,

and differentiate between them as follows:

For the bureaucracg, the major roles of the district are
administrative and controlling - passing down policies and
notices from head office, distributing resources, conducting
inspections and audits.
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The district also provides services to support schools in policy
implementation. Here the district is in hierarchical relationship
with schools, with schools accountable to districts, and
districts accountable to the central office.

In the market forces approach, the district has a quite limited
role. Schools make their own decisions about what they want
and purchase support services and resources from private
suppliers. Independent authorities too conduct accountability
and school review processes. The district office in this case
plays a coordinating role. It may also provide services (for
example, management support, professional development,
services for learners with special needs and the collection and
processing of information).
As 'self-managed schools' become better skilled, the roles of the
districts diminish. The district office is not really in hierarchical
relationship with schools.

In the ommunifur approach, the schools in a district and the
district office itself are in organic relationship. They share
expertise and resources, plan together so that schools
complement each other in their provision and emphases, work
together in professional development and organisational
development. The district office and the schools are integral
parts of educational management in the district.
The district's responsibilities for co-ordination, information
flow, support and accountability extend to leadership and
management, district planning and allocation of resources.

This study will deliberate on one such district within the Western Cape

Education Department (WCED) in the Western Cape Province of South

Africa.
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2.8 Education Management Development Centre

A profile of a Western Cape district office an Education Management

Development Centre (EMDC) will be described with the intention of

developing and understanding the context in which it operates and its

potential to serve as a node of systemic change and delivery for school

leaders. The Department of Education was of the opinion that, in order to

bring about the necessaqr changes to effect a better and qualitatively

enhanced service delivery, the Department should propose to the broader

constituency within the education sector that the WCED:

* a.dopt tlrc Sclwol-Based Management Model; and

* tlwt it re-orgaruses itself in order to support this model.

(WCED, 1998:2)

The School-Based Model proposes that the WCED shift from a large

unwieldy bureaucracy with the focus on control, to a more fluid and

flexible, innovative orga.nisation, which will ensure that each and every

school is developed into a learning institution capable of largely

independent and responsible action in pursuit of the nation's educational

goals. Apart from the functions attributed to schools by SASA, schools

will also have more control over their own budgetary, personnel,

administration, provisioning, and curriculum matters.

Essentially this means that every school which has the capacity to take

over all of the functions associated with managing itself should be

allowed to exercise those powers and functions. Schools which do not

have this capacity will be supported by the WCED in order to develop the

capacity to do so (WCED, 1998:4).
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In Janua-qy 2OOO, the Western Cape Education Department (WCED)

adopted the Systemic Transformation for Education Development and

Support (STEDS) programme. The STEDS programme was designed to

aid the WCED in the process of transforming itself into a system more

proficient to support schools within the context of its new reform policies.

The objectives of STEDSs were:

Sclwol transformation tlvough organisational deuelopment
strategies;

Qualitg improuement of area offices to ennble circuit and. area
managers to function effectiuelg in tlwir relationships to each otler
and. to schools,'

Capacitg building of all cirqtit and. area managers and subject
aduisors;

Organisational Deuelopment processes to ennble tlrc department to
effectiuelg tran*late andimplement new policies; and

Training educators as education Organisational Deuelopment
antsttltants in order to irrcrease capacitg for supportifig sclnol
deuelopment in South Afnca.

(Teacher Inservice Project, 2OO2:31

The purpose of the EMDCs "according to Robinson et al (2OO2:1)" is:

To offer a new organisattonal madel for supporting sclwol
deuelopm.ent. Co-ordinoted by EMDC Directors, EMDC's antain
or coordinnte multi-disciplinary teams, consisting of
departmental personnel such @s area managerq cirait
managers, subject aduisors, learnirry support personrlel, school
clinic personnel, and administrators, togeth.er uith otter
appropriate gouerrtmental and communitg seruice prouiders and
n o n- g o u ernm.ent al org ani s ations.
Tlrc neut EMDC structures replae the former orea offices, and
are intended to facilitate ammunication ond" ah.erence omongst
sclaol support seruices.
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It was envisaged that through their restructured organisations, EMDCs

will render more systematic, coordinated and holistic support services to

schools, thereby breaking through what has often been a fragmented

approach to supporting school development. In this regard, it is hoped

that the EMDCs will contribute to schools by developing the capacity to

manage their own development needs.

In 2OOO, a resea.rch team co-ordinated by Prof. Maureen Robinson, at the

request of the WCED, had conducted an investigation. The aim of this

research was to explore and investigate the establishment,

implementation and impact of the EMDCs in the Western Cape, and to

provide data as a basis for ongoing reflection and evaluation. The

researchers concluded:

Tlrc ouerriding impression from this studg is tlwt, at tle time of
tlrc establishment of tlrc EMDCs, prouiders and sclnols lwd a
uery similar experience of support prouision. Th.ere were some
differerrces in perceptions artd. expeierrce, but tlrcre utere also
manA similaities.

wlwt u)as most errcouraging was tlle fac,t ttnt altltough
mordirwtion and allaboration utere still fairly uteak, a heolthg
base seemed to exist for this to improue. Prouiders mentiorrcd
tlwt there lwd been an improuement in their relationship with
schools ouer the last feut Aears, and sclwols indimted tlwt theg
were anrrentlg engaged in a wealth of actiuities aimed at the
deuelopment of the learner and tlrc sclaol. ft would seem'
therefore, tlnt EMDCs are in a strong position to make tlrc kinds
of intententiors tlrcg were set up to do.

(Robinson et al, 2OO2:l2ll
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Against this background, the National Centre for Curriculum Research

and Development (NCCRD, 1999a cited in Robinson ef al, 2OO2: 27l'

highlighted the following priorities for professional development

initiatives at district levels in South Africa:
* the importance of needs assessrT?ents which identifg tle in-seruice

training needs of administratiue cirqit officers;
* establishirry tlrc reqired in-seruice opportunities for the agreed

trainirg;
* chnnge management skrlls and strategtes;
* training for Atrrianlum 2OO5;* management capacity deuelopment;
* empoweirg of pirrcipals;
* financial management trainirry for distrid offtcials;
* training in project management for disitrict managers and cirqit

mdnagers;
* training for sclnol mnnagement teams; and
* teacher deuelopment and. education.

In response to their findings, these researchers also made the following

recommendations, which will have to be prioritised within the individual

action plans of the EMDCs:

* Ensurirq financial and lruman resources are used optimallg
and to greatest effect. This includes paryrlg attention to
troining and capacitg building of all role players;

* Enating transparent ard. efficient mmmunicatiory
partiaiarlg behteen prouiders an d sclwols ;* Managirlg the aordination of seruices at all leuels of the
sgstem;* Addressing ttrc psgclasocial needs of learners; and.

* Prouiding support for teachers, partiatlarlg in relatton to
motiuation and. dealing with chnllenges of clnnge.

Keg to tle process of pioitisation will be a disanssion around.
uhetter the EMDCs stnuld look to prouiding support in depth or
breadth, as these implg different strategies. Both require
attention to maintenance as uell as deuelopm.erat, as tle EMDCs
utork towards performirry their dag-to-dag functions effediuelg,
and to buildirry tle longer-term uision of sclnol-based
management.

(Robinson et al, 2OO2:l2l)
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This research suggests the process of the EMDCs supporting

transformation in the WCED require new structures, with new focuses,

new conceptions of management and new competencies (DoE, 1999:271.

Support and empowering school management is the function of the

Institutional Management and Governance (IMG) component of the

EMDC. The IMG focuses on management and governance co-ordination,

support and empowernent, with a view to support the development of

effective, self-sustaining learning sites that provide quality education

within the framework of national and provincial education goals (WCED,

2O0O:30).

The IMG component consists of six circuit managers who were previously

known as school inspectors. South Africa is moving toward a democratic

education system, calling for more participatory and collaborative

leadership and less control. Pressure and tension has therefore been

exerted on circuit managers in order to redefine their inspection roles

and contribute effectively to the education system. The circuit managers

in the IMG are responsible for managing smaller circuits within the

EMDC region. The number of schools is indicated in Table 2. Thle circuit

managers in the IMG component work closely with principals to deal

with challenges they face at school.

The South African Development Community (SADC) (1998:16) maintains

that the success or failure of circuit manages, among other things,

depends on their qualities and the relationship they develop with all

people in their operations. A good professional alliance between the

circuit m€magers of the IMG and the principals is therefore imperative for

effective leading and managlng school-based communities.
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There is a considerable body of literature (Sayer, 1993:86 and Buachalla,

1986: 386) which points to the fact that the task of the circuit managers

is, or should be, to monitor, evaluate and report on the provision of

quality education. Among the multifaceted duties of the circuit m€rnager

is the responsibility for appraisal, professional development, and support

to school principals (SADC, 1998: 12)

Recommendations by Carron (1994: 8a) at the South African Conference

on School Martagement, Teacher Development and Support also

supported the importance of the democratic practice and gave proposals

for the future practice. As far as educational leadership based on

democratic principles is concerned, a few studies have been undertaken

by scholars such as Shen and Hsieh (1998: 107) and Van der

Westhuizen and Harrison (1989: 196). All these studies urge that

democratic participatory leadership is more about the creation and

development of healthy relationships. Therefore, this principle seems to

be the most suitable on which the circuit management in the new order

should be built.

The role and duties of circuit managers should be clearly understood if

they are to yield the best results. Therefore, principals served by the

circuit managers must be aware of the role and responsibilities of the

circuit managers in the IMG so that its impact can be easily felt. Circuit

mzrnagers should also be awa-re of the principal's roles and

responsibilities to inform the preparation of professional development

strategies.

Kabajani (2000: 50) maintains that, owing to inadequate professional

preparation and a serious lack of field support, many countries still use

conventional methods of school inspection. This study will therefore seek

to determine whether this is still the case in this EMDC region.
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CHAPTER THREE

RESTARCH DESIGN AND MEIHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

The methodological paradigm, research design, research methodolory

and associated techniques and tools used in this study will be presented

in this chapter. These explain how the researcher attempted to find

answers to the following research questions.

3.2 The main research question

What is the relationship between leadership challenges facing school

principals and the professional development they receive from their

EMDC in the Western Cape?

The sub research questions

What does the literature say about the role and leadership

development of the school principal?

What is the contemporar5i role of school principals in the

Western Cape?

How are principals dealing with current reforms?

Are there common challenges facing principals in the Western

Cape?

What are principals'perceptions of leadership training needs?

How are principals empowered by the EMDC?

What is the relationship between the training received and

challenges facing school leadership?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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What recommendations can be made to improve leadership in

the Western Cape?

Having specified the research questions, this chapter presents the way in

which the researcher sought to answer them. In order to answer these

research questions, the researcher has to find the best way to collect

information and what to do once the information is collected (Bell 1993:

63). This chapter also presents the way in which the researcher gained

knowledge of educational leadership arld development, the relationships

that are held to exist between theory and research, and the place of

values and ethics in research practice. May (2001:1) maintain,'... while

these issues are complicated, they are fundamental to an understanding

of research methods." These links between theory and practice, and

techniques in amswering the research questions will give the researcher

clarity in undertaking this research.

3.3 The qualitative paradigm

The key purpose of this study is to develop new knowledge about an

educational phenomenon, the contemporary roles and professional

development of school principals, located within the framework of a
predominantly qualitative research paradigm. Myers (2001: 2) maintains

that the qualitative research paradigm is appropriate for the study of

social and cultural phenomena. It is vital that the resea.rcher is clear

about the meaning of the term ?nethodological paradigms' as it is used

interchangeably with ?nethodological approaches'.

8
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Methodological paradigms a.re more than a collection of research

methods and techniques. Babbie & Mouton (2001:49) explain why:

Soenfrsts use a wide uaietg of metlwds and teclutiqtes in
empiical researclu Metlnds used uary according /o tasks tlrcA
peform: from metlwds and techniEtes of sampling, to data-
allection methods, to metlnds of data-analysrs. Howeuer, the
selection of metlads, and. their application, is alutags dependent
on the aims and objectiues of tlrc strtdg, tlg nature of tle
plrcrwm.erwn being inuestigated and the underlwrry tlrcory and
expectatior* of th.e inuestigator. So the application of metlads
and techniques in research inuolues a uarietA of assumptiorts.
They also include efiain asstmptiorus and ualues regarding
tlwir use under specific ciranmstances.

The resea-rcher therefore, uses the term tnethodological paradigm' to

include both the actual methods and techniques that social researchers

use, as well as the underlyrng principles and assumptions regarding

their use.

The qualitative paradigm will be used in this study to refer to that

generic research approach in social resea-rch according to which this

study takes its departure point as the tnsider perspective'. The tnsider

perspective' of this study is thus the school principals' and the circuit

managers' perspectives of their management and leadership roles and

professional relationships. According to Tuckman (1994:381) and

Babbie & Mouton (2001: 53), qualitative resea.rchers always attempt to

study human action from the tnsider's perspective'. The researcher will

receive information first-hand from real life situations experienced by the

school principals and circuit managers.
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3.4 Qualitative resea.rch design

The research design of this study concentrates on the overall qualitative

design of the study's inquiry. As research design and methodolory are

closely associated, Babbie & Mouton (2001: 741 state that researchers

often confuse tesearch design'and ?esearch methodologr', but these are

two very different dimensions of research. They claim that research

design, is a n... plan or blue print ..." of how the researcher intends to

conduct the research and they maintain that:

Altlwughtlrc special details uary according to ulwt gou wish
to strtdy, tlrcre are fito major aspects of research design.
Firstlg, Aou must specify as clearlA as possible uthat you
want to find out. Secondlg, gou must determine ttrc best wag
to do it.

Therefore, this qualitative case study is designed to acquire accurate

descriptions of the contemporary roles of the school principals. In

addition, the realities of the common challenges they face and whether

the professional development they receive from their EMDC region

address these challenges. Secondly, the researcher is convinced that the

best way to achieve this is through analysing relevant documents and

personal interviews with school principals and circuit managers in the

same specific region. Principals will be interviewed to accurately

determine the everyday realities of their contemporary roles, the

challenges they face, and the professional development they receive.

Circuit ma.nagers will also be interviewed to explore their everyday

experiences in their professional relationships with principals and

professional development they offer principals in their EMDC. Their

perspectives will be compared, and related to the literature, to

understand the relationship between the leadership development and

leadership problems principals' face.
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3.5 Research methodolory

Methodolory refers to the total set of means that the researcher employs

in answering the research questions of this study. According to Mouton

(1996:35) methodolory is the "... knowledge of how' or know-how' to do

things, and according to Tuckman (1994:385):

Research qtestions studied qtantitatiuelg typicallg focus on
atlfitre, experience, sgmbols, understandings, sysfems,
underlying order, meaning, and ideological perspectiue.
Problems of strtdy irrclude plans, inlentiors, toles,
b elwuiours, an d. rel ationship s of p articip ants.
Qualitatiue methodologg inuolues a set of research
questiorts, a nntural setting, ond people betnuing in tlwir
setting.

3.5.1 Qualitative case study

The researcher will therefore utilise a qualitative case study of high

school principals in a Western Cape EMDC region. This predominantly

qualitative method will be used to investigate the extent of the

relationship between the EMDC's leadership development for principals

and the realities of principals' professional development needs in their

region. Yin (199a:3) indicates:

A case stttdg allouts an inuestigator to retain tlrc lolistic and
meaningfitl ctnractenstr'cs of real W euen:ts sttch as
organisation and manageial proce s ses.

This makes the case study useful for this study because it could generate

holistic and meaningful characteristics of school leadership and

professiona-l development as managerial processes in the school and

EMDCs as organisations.
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The case study 'like other research strategies' is a way of exploring an

empirical topic by following a set of precise procedures. The researcher

used the case study to deliberately cover contextual conditions of an

EMDC region believing that they are highly pertinent to the principals'

professiona-l development and leadership.

3.5.2 Documentary analysis

Initially the researcher obtained available oflicial education policy

documents and other relevant documents describing school leadership

and studied them carefully in preparation for this qualitative case study.

Most educational research projects require the analysis of documentary

evidence according to Bell (1993:106) and Coleman & Biggs (2000:106).

This is the best and most objective way to orientate the researcher to the

situation to be studied (Tuckman, 1994:378). The researcher studied the

following documents:

. Section 195 of the Constitrttion of tlrc Republic of South Afica ( 1996) ;

. Education White Paper (1995/1996);

o The South African Schools Act (SASA) (1996);

o Emplo5rment of Educators Act No. 76 (1998);

. Changing Management to Manage Change in Education. Report of

Task Team on Education Management Development (1996);

. First Draft of New National Education Management Development

(2000);

. Districts and the Management of Educational Change. A review of the

international literature. District Development. (Paft 1 & 2) (1999);

. The Origins and Early Development of the Education Management

and Development Centres in the Western Cape (2OO2l; and
. EMDC - Education Management and Leadership Development (EMLD)

(2003-2004).
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In reading the documents, the researcher paid particular attention to (1)

school management and governa.nce, (21 the principals and changes in

their respective roles since 1994, (3) the various school settings of the

principals, (41 the various challenges principals face, (5) professional

development offered by the EMDCs and (6) the recommendations for

effective and efficient school leadership.

The information gathered from these documents will prepa.re the

researcher for direct information gathering as part of this case study. The

most significant use of the documents is to reinforce and amplify

evidence from other sources.

3.5.3 Pilot interviews

The researcher initially conducted pilot interviews with principals and

circuit managers in another EMDC region in the Western Cape to become

acquainted with the interview process. The researcher did what McHugh

(1994:58) refers to as proximate preparation by conducting pilot
interviews to rehearse the interviews, and remote preparation that
included background information and interview questions. The

researcher used the pilot interviews to determine whether the interviews

adequately elicited useful responses to answer the research questions.

Interviews were therefore designed to meet the objectives of this study.

Before conducting interviews, the researcher took cognisance of May's

(2001 :1281 three suggestions of necessary conditions for the successful

completion of interviews, namely:

l. Accessibilitg the interuieutee llr:,s access to information the
irrteruieuter seeks;

2. Cognition - an understartdirq by interuiewees of tlrcir role in tlrc
interuieut; an-d.

3. Mottuatton - interuiewees must feel tlrcir antibution is ualued.
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3.5.4 Procedures

Once the necessal'y permission had been obtained from the Western

Cape Education Department, principals and circuit managers were

approached to voluntarily participate in the research. The interviews

were scheduled at the participants'convenience to avoid disruptions of

their daily duties. Furthermore, the researcher, as Fitz & Halpin cited in

Walford (t994:37) deem it useful, provided interviewees with a copy of

the schedule (see Appendix A), in order to indicate the a.reas to be

explored in the course of the interview. Interviewees were assured that

adequate opportunity existed for them to comment on issues pertinent to

the study.

3.5.5 Semi-structured interviews

Interviews were aimed at delving into the principals'and circuit mangers'

perceptions of their own professional roles and professional development.

The semi-structured interviews were aimed at eliciting information about:

1) The way principals proceeded to occupy their positions for

example as senior teachers who became deputy principals and

when the previous incumbent left, they merely took over as

principal;

2) The preparation and professional training experience of principals

in order to assess the extent to which principals in the study area

are prepared for their positions;

3) The perceptions of principals and circuit managers about

professional development in relation to the current education

reforms affecting school leadership and management; and
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4l Specific recommendations from principals and circuit managers for

leading school effectively and efficiently.

The semi-structured interview technique can elicit a large amount of rich

data and yield rich insights, and be particularly pertinent in obtaining

knowledge of job facets (Jirasinghe & Lyons, 1996:15; May, 2001:120).

The quickest way to learn about any of these perspectives was to
question interviewees about their day-to-day tasks (Travers 1999:3). As

with all other interviewing methods, the interviewer was not only aware

of the content of the interview, but also the nature of the interview.

The interviewer had an interview guide (see Appendix B). The interview

guide served as a framework for the main body of a semi-structured

interview, and is based on the key questions that the study is

addressing.

The interview guide was logical and proceeded in an orderly sequence.

The interviewer started with questions that put the interviewee at ease to

alleviate tension. Then the interviewer progressed to the main research

questions. Questions in the semi-structured interviews are specified, but

the interviewer was free to probe beyond the answers.

The interviewer could seek clarification and elaboration on the answers

given. May (2001: l29l define probing as '... encouraging the respondent

to give an answer, or to clariff or ampli$r an answer ....'

Interviewees could respond to questions in terms of what they saw as

significant, there was scope for them to decide what to say about the

topic and how much (Arskey & Knight, 1999: 7l'. The open-ended

questions allowed interviewees to raise issues pertinent to school

leadership not raised by the interviewer.
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A11 interviews were audio-recorded, with the permission of participants.

The various advantages according to Arskey & thight (1999:105) are:

Tlrc irteruieu)er can @naentrate on uhat is said. Th.ere is a
permanent record tlwt mptures tle wlale of tlw
conuersation uerbatim, as utell as tone of uoice, emphnses,
pauses and tlrc like (but rwte that utlen agreeirq to th.e

studg taking place, ethics committees sometimes make it a
anditionthnt the tapes be destroged afierwards).
Using a tape recorder demonstrates to informants that tleir
respollses are being treated seriouslg.

Verbatim transcriptions of the twelve one-hour interviews were done.

Arskey & Ituight (1999: 105) warns that, "... transcribing the tapes can

be a lengthy process, a one-hour tape can take up to ten hours to

transcribe fully."

3.6 Sampling

Purposive sampling was be used, as the researcher's intention was to get

as many different viewpoints as possible that is typical and

representative of the EMDC region. The researcher wanted to include

principals of schools that reflected different geographic conditions,

cultures, socio-economic backgrounds, which a.re characteristic or

distinctive of the EMDC region. This sampling stratery is deemed

suitable by Mouly (1970: 190), and according to Coleman and Biggs

(2OO2:101) purposive sampling allows the researcher to apply his/her

experience and judgement to select cases, which are representative or

typical.
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There is no hard and fast rule for how many people you need to
interview, since it will partly depend on the time available to collect,

transcribe and analyse data (Travers, 2OO1:3). Therefore, the researcher

deemed twelve interviewees as adequately representative for reliable data

appropriate to the requirements of a case study for a mini-thesis.

Six high school principals from an EMDC district in the Western Cape

were selected for this case study. To eliminate factors relating to the

demands of different types of schools, the researcher decided only to
include public high schools.

Principals were selected from each of the categories created by the former

apartheid education departments i.e. Cape Department of Education
(white), Department of Education and rraining (African) and House of
Representatives (Coloured). The researcher did not include the House of
Delegates because there is only one high school in the EMDC region from

the former department and it was not accessible at the time. One of the

criteria used to select the school principals was accessibility for lengthy

interviews.

Male and female principals were selected. As the position of principal is
male-dominated, this study will ascertain whether gender is an issue in
school leadership. Although femaJe teachers are in the majority in this
region, the majority of the principals are male. As ozga (1993:a) argued,

a-lthough women form the majority of the workforce in education, they

are under-represented in its management have largely ignored gender

issues. Gupton & Slick (1996: xiii) assert that the education management

field continues to be male-orientated and ma-le-dominated.
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The Institutional Management and Governance (IMG) component of the

EMDC was chosen for this investigation as their focus is on management

and governance co-ordination, support and enablement. The six circuit

managers provide services and have direct links with principals of

schools in their circuits.

3.7 Triangulation

Methodological triangulation will be done using documentary analysis

and interviews (Kane & OReilly-de Brun, 2OOl:110). Walford (D9a:10) is

adamant about the importance of triangulation of data sources and in

particular, a.rgues that documentar5r evidence must not just be

acknowledged as reality. Triangulation is described by Berg (2001: 4) as

follows:

Each metlnd reueals slightlg different facets of the same
sgmbolic reality. Euery metlodis o different line of sight direded
towards tle same point, obseruing social and sgmbolic realitg.
By ambining seueral lirrcs of sight, researclrcrs obtain a better,
substantiue picture of realitg; a iclrcr, more amplete arrag of
sgmbols and. t?rcoretical oncepts; and. a means of uerifying
mang of tlrcse elemenl.s. Tlrc use of multtple lines of sight is
freEtenttg called tiangulatiort

Therefore, the multiple lines of sight in this study will come from three

sources: 1) the documentary/literature analysis, 2l the principals'

perceptions, and 3) their circuit m€rnagers' perceptions. These three

sighting lines will intersect, forming a small triangle called the tiangte of
error (Berg, 2OO1:5). The triangle of error permits a more accurate

estimate of the contemporar5r roles of the principals, the common

challenges they face and the professional development they receive and

need.
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All the principals and circuit managers will be interviewed on the same

questions respectively, referred to as respondent tnangulation, suggested

by Kane & O'Reilly-de Brun (2001:110). The views of circuit managers

who work in close association with principals will provide another
perspective on the key research questions. The significance that
academics give to triangulation of evidence is one of the elements that
distinguish the best academic research from journalism (Walford,

t99a:71.

This study seeks to identi$ commonalities of the data in the EMDC

region. The responses of all or most of the respondents are utilised to
confirm commonalities regarding the role of the principals, the

challenges they face and their professional development. Therefore,

triangulation in this study is done with particular emphasis on the

functions of confirmation and completeness (Arksey & Knight , 1999: 2l).

3.8 Data Analysis

The data collected in this study will be analysed by the researcher in a
process of data reduction, data display and conclusion drawing.

Due to the large amount of data collected from the documents, literature
and interviews it will be condensed. The transcriptions and field notes

will be reduced by selecting, focusing, simpliSring, abstracting, and

transforming the data (Miles & Huberman, 7994:10). The data reduction
will involve writing summaries, coding, testing out themes and making
partitions. The researcher will decide, "... which data chunks to code and
which to pull out, which patterns best summarise the number of chunks,
which evolving story to tell ..." (Miles & Huberman, 1994:11).
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The researcher will present the data by initially indicating the question
asked and below each question record all or most of the responses and
note the patterns. By doing this the researcher is identitring what Miles
and Hubeffnan (1994:69) refer to as "... repeatable regularities ..., which,
in relation to this study requires looking for commonalities with regard to
the contemporary roles, school leadership challenges and professiona-l

development of principals in the specific EMDC region. The researcher
will initially group the most common responses and develop categories to
classitr all or most of the responses of the principals'contemporary roles.
The researcher will use subheadings to guide both data and theoretical
reflection.

The researcher will then determine and speci$ the common challenges
experienced by the principals. Next, the researcher will make
connections between the challenges revealed, the support and
development principals receive and circuit managers offer, to determine
the relationship.

Having identified the patterns and commonalities, the researcher will
compare similar ones with a view to drawing conclusions. The researcher
will sort, eliminate and organise the data so that conclusions can be

drawn and verified.

Finally, the researcher will establish common recommendations made by
principals, circuit managers and in the literature that can be utilised for
effective school leadership development, for transformation in the
education system. Although genera-lisations cannot be drawn from a
single case study, it is the researcher,s intention that the ra.nge of
recommendations could be useful for principals and circuit managers in
other EMDC regions in similar contexts.
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CIIAPTER FOUR

DATA AND

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents an analysis of the interview data gathered. The

interview guides for principals and circuit managers are included in

Appendix A and B. The data from these interviews are analysed taking

into account the main purpose of the study and answering the research

questions. The intention of this study is to determine the relationship

between the chatlenges of the contemporary roles of principals in schools

under the jurisdiction of an Education Management and Development

Centre (EMDC), Western Cape region, and the support and professional

development for effective school leadership provided by the EMDC.

4.2 Data gathering

Pilot interviews were initially conducted with a principal and two circuit

m€magers from a different EMDC within the Western Cape. The

researcher used this opportunity to assess the interview guide to

determine whether it elicited the appropriate responses to answer the

research questions. This opportunity was also used to gauge the

interview process and technicalities involved.

The researcher was encouraged by the collaboration of the principal and

circuit managers and their openness with regard to their professional

roles.
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Information gathered during the case study will be presented in a

narrative account and in certain cases, tables are used to summarise

information. Nomenclatures used for interviewees are explained in

Chapter 3.

The researcher subsequently interviewed six principals for this study,

chosen according to the following criteria:

* willingness to participate in the study;

* easy accessibility to the researcher;

* location within the same EMDC region as the circuit managers;

x representative of the former education departments explained in
Chapter Three; and

* a balanced gender representation.

The duration of each interview was approximately one hour. The Same

interview guide was used for each principal. Principals were all very

comfortable about being interviewed. Since the interviews were semi-

structured, each principal could feel free to illuminate, clarify or question

anything pertaining to the topic of the study.

The following table gives a synopsis of the schools of principals

interviewed.
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Table 1- Synopsis of principals' schools

GBP- Governing body Posts

The schools of the principals P1, P4 & P5 schools serve families located

in low socio-economic township areas. Although P3's school is located in

a more a-ffluent area, the learners come from working and lower middle-

class socio-economic a.reas. P2 and, P6's schools serve families from more

a-ffluent upper middle-class a-reas.

In addition, the six circuit managers from the IMG component of the

same EMDC region as the principals were interviewed. A11 the principals

are located within the circuits of these circuit managers. Circuit

managers a-re not aware of which principals were interviewed.

The following table gives an outline of the number of school circuit

managers and their years of experience in managing schools.

Priacipd Ex-education department Learners Teachers

P1 HOR LO77 32

P2 CED 440 13

P3 HOR 86() 29

P4 DET 1813 55

P5 DEf 135() 45

P6 CED 730
22+

12 GBP
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Table 2- Circuit m€magers'experience in managing schools.

A11 circuit managers indicated that before being appointed to the post

they were experienced school principals, except C5 who was an

experienced deputy principal. Thus, they have a great wealth of school

m€rnagement experience.

4.3 The interviews

This section draws on the experiences of the interviewees in their

respective contempora-ry professiona-l capacities. The information drawn

from the literature and observation are used to point to a-reas of

contradiction or support the interview findings. The discussion is divided

into responses according to the contemporar5r role of the principals since

1994, the leadership challenges of principals and support and

development of principals.

Circuit matrager No. of Public Schools
in circuit

Years of managerial
experience

c1 30 6

c2 30 25

c3 27 1

c4 2a 7

c5 2a 7

c6 36 8
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The researcher's impression was that despite slight differences, there was

general agreement on issues of the role, development and support of the

school principal between the principals and the circuit managers.

The following captures the responses of all or most of the interviewees to

the research questions, most referring to more than four when referring

to principals or circuit managers, and more than eight when referring to

both principals and circuit managers. Selected quotes are used where

interviewees expressed an issue that encapsulates a1l or most of the

responses of the interviewees.

4.3. 1 Preparation for contemporary principalship

Principats were required to respond to the question about how they

proceeded to becoming a principal during their teaching career and what

formal training they had for the position of principal.

All the principals revealed that they relied on their personal and

professional development as senior teachers as the main preparation for

the position of principal. They also indicated that this is insufficient for

effective execution of their contemporar5r roles. There is still an

assumption that good teachers can become successful m€rnagers and

leaders without specific preparation. Therefore, in many countries

specific training is not a pre-requisite of appointment as a principal

(Bush & Jackson, 2001:a18). A11 the interviewees confirmed this.

Five of the six principals indicated that they were formally trained to

teach, apart from P6 who completed a degree in commerce. All principals

said that they tame through the ranks'.
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This meant that they initially became senior teachers, then Head of

Department (HOD), then became deputy principals and were eventually

perrnanently appointed as principals.

Principals found the following management training useful:

o P4 completed a Head of Department certificated course offered by

the DET and indicated that there was no training for DET

principals when he became principal.

o P2 completed a compulsory course at Stellenbosch University for

the Cape Education Department, which lasted for about five days.

Accordingto P2, this course was "... to inform principals how to do

administration, and what not do, which is now irrelevant because

schools are changing so rapidly." P2 also had in-house training

from her principal when appointed as deputy.

o P6 received some formal training as deputy principal, through the

CED, for four days with department officials in Wellington. P6

found his B. Comm. degree and corporate experience vital for his

financial and managerial responsibilities as principal. In addition,

P6 found being exposed to, and working with, three different

principals with different leadership styles crucial for his

preparation and confidence for his principalship.

o The other principals indicated that their post graduate B. Ed.

degree modules on administration, leadership and management

were useful when they took over as principal.

All principals indicated that although they had some form of formal

training it was inadequate for their new roles since 1994. It is evident

that principals in the former CED received more preparation for the

position of principal that principats in the other former HOR and DET

departments.
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4.3.2 Frofessional experience of principals

Principals were asked to indicate how many years they were in the

perrnanent position as principal and how significant they thought their

roles were.

In the initial chapters, it was noted that the principal had a very

significant role to play in effective schooling and this was confirmed by

a1l the principals. The formidable body of research confirms the

importance of principals in the achievement of school effectiveness,

school improvement and restructuring (Dunford et al,2OOO:1); (Hallinger

and Heck, 1996; Smylie and Hart 1999) cited in Youngs and King (2OO2:

6a3); (Fu1lan, 1991; Mortimore, Sammons, Stoll, Lewis and Ecob, 1988)

cited in Dimmock (1996:135).

Table 3 indicates the principals'years of experience in the positions of

principal.

Table 3 - Principals'experience in years

Principd Years of experience as
principal

P1 15

P2 L2

P3 c

P4 13

P5 5

P6 t
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The results in table 3 show the six principals have 55 yea-rs of

professional experience between them in the permanent position of

principal, which is a significant amount for this study. Although P3, P5

and P6 only have five years' experience each, they indicated that they

were previously in deputy principal positions and had acted in a

principal position by 1994. They are also able to reflect on the changes in

the role of principal since 1994.

4.3.3 Changes in the principal's role

When asked how their roles as principal changed since 1994, the

principats and circuit managers responded in the following way:

All interviewees indicated that the role of the principal has chalged

significantly. The literature indicates the 2lst century has heralded new

global mega-trends for leaders in schools (Caldwell and Spinks, 1993' 8;

Dunford et al,2OO0: 7; Watson, 1994: 1).

A11 principals and circuit managers indicated the principals' roles are

now determined by the new political democratisation and decentralised

educational system. This is in line with the South African School's Act

(SASA) (1996) which legislates promotion of access, quality and

democratic governance in the schooling system for all learners. This is

also consistent with changes in traditional practices, roles and

relationships within schools and between schools and their environments

and are prompted by poticies aimed at restructuring school systems

globally, (Day et al,20O0: 8; Davies and Ellison, 1999: 2; Dunfotd et al,

2OOO: l-3).
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There was also concurrence by all interviewees that the role of principal

is more extensive and diverse. A1l circuit managers indicated empathy for

the principal's new comprehensive role. C4 stated:

I see the pincipal as an'all round"er'. Tlrc pnncipal tr.,,s mana
differert ioles io plag that are managed bg diffirent people at
lrcad office. Each-dirictorate lands their own expectations ontLrc
prinapil's desk and tlrc pnncipals are expected to deliuer in all
these areas. ft is a daunting task to be a principal-

C5 is adamant that:

... this role is a'daunting' orte. I think tlrcre is unfairness about
demand.s ptaed on pirwipals, bg the department, communitg
and state,-uho expect pincipats to perform all tlrcse roles.

The circuit managers'responses concur with Murphy & Louis (199a: a-5)

view that sees the following forces as having considerable influence on

conceptions of who principals are, what they do and what they should

do:

(a) demand.s for acauntabitita omirq fiom a uaietg of sedors; (b)

cnses in tle economA and tlrc expectation that schools plaA a role in

improuing this situation; (c) ttrc chnnging nnture of the social fabic in

a nation, ammunities and schools; and (d) th.e euolution towards a

post industial uorld.

The principals' responses conflrmed the responses of the circuit

managers with regard to their changed roles. This indicated the circuit

managers understanding and insight into the role of the principals. C6

stated that the principal has a sta-ff of teachers and the circuit manages'

have a staff of principals therefore they need to know and understand

their staff
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4.3.4 The contemporary role of the principal

When asked for a description of the contemporary roles of principals

since tgg4, all the interviewees indicated that €rn accurate description of

the contemporarJr roles of principals was undoubtedly diflicult as the

roles are very complex.

Circuit managers' and principals'perceptions of the different components

of the principal's role were acknowledged as varied in leading, managing

and supporting a school community. All interviewees agreed that it was

difficult to distinguish between the various components as they are often

interlinked. This is consistent with the Education Department's diffrculty

in providing precise working definitions of the concepts of governance

and management in schools. According to the Education Department,

the roles of governance and management overlap and a-re diverse

depending on the circumst€ulces of each school (DoE, 1996a: l7l.

Experienced principals P1 and P4 stated that, even though they have

many years' experience, they find their contemporar5l roles very

challenging. Insecurity and pressure arising from turbulent policy

environments create problems, dilemmas and challenges for those

involved. This is particularly so for established principals, many of whom

were selected for, and gained experience in, administrative positions in

school contexts which were markedly different from those being forged by

restructuring (Hallinger and Murphy, 1991 cited in Dimmock, 1996:135).

All principals indicated an increase in their responsibilities. P2 asserts,

n... responsibilities have grown tremendously" and P4 "my role has

broadened." C1 confirms, o... the principal has an extensive role which is

broader than previously.'
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C5 warns:

The role of the pincipal is oueruth.elmiW.As a societg, LUe are

goirlg to pag tle pnie for being inansidemte about unrealistic
demand.s placed on PinciPals.

what has been the customary role of the principal appea-rs to be

changing relative to the substantial changes and worldwide reforms

taking place in schools (Christensen, 1992:6; Bradley, 1992:t9; Earley et

al, l99o;10; chapman, l99O:227 cited in Murphy and Louis, 1994:25)'

The principals oaccordingto C2"

need. a wide uaietg of slcrlls and. attributes for tlreir

antemporary roles, itls u-nreal uhnt ue expect of pirtcipals
todag.'ffrci hnue enarrnous leadi^g, managing and support

responsibilities.

Squelch and Lemmer (1994: 10) concur that principals should have the

ability to plan, organise, supervise, motivate and support people, if

schools are to be managed effectively.

A11 interviewees indicated the principals' roles were previously

predominantly that of management, but their contemporarSr roles

included leadership, two vital interlinking aspects of their roles'

Leadership and management a.re not necessarily the same, but Squelch

and L,emmer (1994:10) argUe they are not mutually exclusive' Dunford et

al (2OOO:2) argue that both leadership and management are necessary

for a school to be effective. This is consistent with all the interviewees'

responses
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4.3.4.1 Leadership component

All principals stated their acceptance of the principle of democratic

leadership. Pl maintains that there is a strong shift from the autocratic,

dictatorial and authoritarian paradigm of headmasters in the apartheid

education system to a more democratic, egalitarian and participatory

role. This is in accordance with governance policy for public schools,

which is based on core values of democracy (DoE, 1996a:16). Most

principals indicated that their schools expected them to be strong leaders

and take the initiative. Pl maintains, '... I need to be a strong leader and

a role model for the school communit5r." C6 agrees "...due to social

disintegration it is vital but also challenging for the principals to be role

models.' C1 warns,

. .. if pnncipals are in denial and fake this demacratic leadership
and. canrwt make tlrc paradigm shifito be allaboratiue,
transparent, to build anlfitre and.trust withintheir sclwol, theg
will atffer.

A11 principals acknowledged that they needed to be awa-re of all aspects of

the school and have a vision for their schools and it had to be shared

with the school community. According to Leithwood et al (1996: 391,

setting directions that include, vision building, goal consensus and the

development of high-perforrnance expectations were vital for

transformational leadership in schools. P4 indicated that "... principals

no longer drive everything from the top down. They have to have to draw

from people to drive a common vision ...." P6 agrees,

I see mg role as a 'chief facilitator' in our organisatior-t- TIE
pnrrcipai slauld be lefi to do the leadership and not be hindered
bg atlministratiue tasks. ft is rwt bg clnnce tlwt tle sclwol goes

in a particular direction- This all starts with a @mmon uision.

p3 concurs, n...the principal must see the broader picture for her school".
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A11 principals indicated that they were predominantly responsible for

decision-making but now had to include all stakeholders when making

decisions that involved them. This is what is required in the Education

White Paper, where the Ministry of Education announced that the

decision-making authority of schools in the public sector would be

shared among parents, teachers, the learners and the community (DoE,

1996a:.16). P3 maintains it is the principal's role "... to get all role players

on board". Burns (1978:3) asserts, o... leadership is nothing if not linked

to collective purpose....' P5 argues that:

... this slnuld be done through tlrc pincipal being transparent
and. a nsultatiue. The pincipal needs leadership qtalities to lead
and lwndle ttrc mana inpits and ctnllenges coming from tlrc
teaclrcrs and tlrc ammunitg ....

Most principals also find that they have to see that all stakeholders €Lre

empowered to function effectivety within the school communiqr'

According to Burns (1978:20) transformational leadership is a process

which '... leaders and followers raise one another to higher levels of

morality and motivation". This process not only entails a change in the

purposes and resources of those involved in the leader-follower

relationship but an elevation of both, a change for the better' In

particular, Burns emphasised the educative nature of the relationship

between leaders and followers, which he believed was also consistent

with contemporary democratic norns.

P4 agrees that the principal works according to:

a mandate of tlrc people, and consults lDith all tlrc
stakelalders. Th" pincipat na longer enfores but leads
implementation and. empou)ers all stakeholders.

All principals find it is their duty to initiate and establish significant

relationships and a culture within their school's communities.
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Burn's (1978: 1) maintains that the essence of leadership is found in

relationships. "...the most powerful influences consist of deeply human

relationships in which two or more persons engage with one anothef.

These relationships are set in a context of human motives and physical

constraints. Allix (2000: 9) concurs that transformational leadership's

main concern is for a relationship between leaders and followers that has

an enduring moral purpose, and which is grounded in the fundamental

wants, needs, aspirations and values of followers.

P1 is convinced that

In order to inuolue all stakelwlders signiftcantlg pincipals lwue
to build relationships in order to inspire and. elwourage others to
lead tap into tleir potential and. talents ard. create
opporfinities -for tlrcm-

According to Leithwood (1997:39) organising and culture building a.re

essential elements principals should lead in transformational leadership

in which colleagues a.re motivated by moral imperatives and structuring,

fostering shared decision-making processes and problem-solving

capacities.

C6 believes, the principal has to be transformative...." P2 is in
agreement and refers to her role as:

I see myself as a'change agent', as I always hnue to be aware
of directiues and. anticipate clnrqe. I constantlA find mgself
hnuirq to' utait-think- act'...
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The various components of the leadership role highlighted in responses

of the principals and circuit managers seem to be in line with different

categories of transformational leadership in schools proposed by

Leithwood et al (1996: 786) which are: setting directions, developing

people, and building relationships and culture with the school

communit5r.

4.3.4.2 Management component

When reflecting on the management component of the principals' role,

the principals and circuit managers indicated that the management

component was also varied.

All interviewees indicated that the principal's management function is

the day-to-day running of the schools. This is confirmed by Dunford et al

(2000: 2) that management is concerned with the procedures necessary

to keep the school running.

All principals indicated that they are constantly managing change. They

also indicated that previously, they had been at the receiving end of top-

down management structures. They maintain that since 1994, strong

emphasis is placed on managing issues related to redress governance

and reconstruction at school management level.

Van der Linde (2OO2:519) maintains that facets of the management of

change are reactions to the current problems and policy in South Africa

schools.

Managing change is a vital component for all the principals and they

maintain it involves a paradigm shift that is not easy for anyone in

management.
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According to C6, "... the principal no longer works on his/her own,

he/she is a team mzulager ...." P2 concurs, "...the manager's role is

delegating responsibilities." C1 maintains that the principal is

responsible for:

putting transformation into practice, dealirq uith
multicultrtralism and. multilingualism; also to find. balance and
effectiuelg lwndle policies; adjusting to effectiuelg implement
policies. Managmg schools on a dailg basis mn be a 'nightmare',
it is a major chnllenge. To keep up tuith all tlrc policies and
ciranlars is clwllenging. hincipals need the mental capacitg to
make paradigm sfu;fts to manage clnnge and trar-sformation.

All principals and circuit managers indicated that school-based

management has dramatically increased the administration and

business management role of the principal, as schools have to be run on

business principles with larger budgets to manage. The Education

Department confirms that democratic institutional management makes

considerable demands on school principals (DoE, 1996a). Shaeffer

(1999:223) maintains that management of schools is becoming a more

important variable in the ongoing attempt to increase access to, and

improve the quality of basic education. According to C6 the principal is:

Firstlg, an administrator, as it is the bulk of the job. Prirrcipals
need to hnue an urtderstanding of the Eduution White Papers
and the South Afrimn Schools Act ard. ulnt legislation saus.

C2 agrees that the principal "... should have an understanding of all laws

and policies..." and concedes "...it's unreal what we expect from the

principal toda/. P3 agrees that she has the daunting task of "...having to

be up to date with all policies relevant to our school". P5 maintains,

"...the principal plays a vital role in communication between the

department and the school..." - therefore being up to date is crucial.

Accordingto P2,
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sclnols are beginning to furrction as separate entities. The

department rw longer ntns th.e sclaol. Mang resporusibilities are
deuolued to sclnol leuel, ond tle pincipal's responsibilities lwue
grountremendouslg. Nout it is like ntnning a business.

The fact that P2 is also a superintendent of a hostel increases her

responsibilities even more. P6 found his degree and experience in the

commercial sector a great benefit to effectively execute his business

management role. P3 claims, o...as bookkeeping has increased it adds to

the principal's responsibilities...." C6 maintains,

Tlrc pincipal rww t;pis ttrc role of a busirrcss manager as more
responsibitities for larger budgets haue been deuolued to school
leubl. Euen tlnugh pincipats lnue finorcial committees, tlrc
pircipal hns to take ultimatelg responsibilitg.

Most principals and circuit managers also indicated one of the school's

responsibilities was stalT development; therefore the principal has to be

the human resource manager. It is stipulated by the Education

Department (1996a:25) that the re-organisation of the school system,

and the establishment of democratic school governing bodies throughout

the country, require comprehensive capacity-building for management

and governance especially at school level. C2 allirms,

... ttg pirrcipal is a resource manager. Tle pincipal must uork
effectiuelg uith tlrc staff to deuelop, motiuote, understand.,
disciptine, facititate and manage conflict. Tteg hnue to krww
euerythirq abufi their stoff ard be patient.

P6 concurs:

... tlg pincipal fs responsible for luman resour@ management
and h/us to budget for training and empoweing otlrcrs to keep
tlrcmup to date and attend.to indiuidual needs...
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Not only is the professional development of sta-ff the principal's

responsibility, but also the training of the school governing body. P5

confirms this, "...the training and development of the school governing

bodies are also the ultimate responsibility of the principal". C6 is
adamant that the principal is ultimately responsible for development of

everyone officially aJliliated at the school level.

All circuit managers and principals indicated that there have been

advances in the development of educational management and leadership

to improve the quality of teaching and learning. They maintain that skills

related to educational values, curriculum development, teaching st5rles,

assessment and evaluation are vital.

This is in agreement with Latchem and Hanna (2001:53) who stated, "...

Professionals working in education and training face a head=spinning

rate of change in customer demands, methodologies and technolory."

According to P6,

Tlrc principal must diue a qtrriailum that is releuont - teaching
and learnirry is fundamental. Tlw sclwol should rnt be bound bg
'results onlg'. You need to look at tlrc whole child. W|rcn
achieuing a 1OO% pass rate, one lws to question tlw sacrifie to
the community. For irrctarrce lwu.t mang learners u)ere registered
as separate piuate candidates so tlnt tlair results do not
inJluerrce tlrc rest of the sclaol? Outomes Based Education
(OBE) slauld be foarced on deueloping citical thinking learners
eqtippedfor W. This slauld be part of tlrc pinripal's uision-

C3 argues that the principal does not only manage, but also leads the

curriculum at school. C6 feels that with all the uncertainties

surrounding OBE this task is daunting.
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According to principals in former HOR and former DET schools, there is

an increasing need at their schools for increasing maintenance and

security management. This is in line with the view of Motala (1995:169,

l77l "cited in Smith et al (2OO1:8)", who highlights the school context in

poor areas in South Africa referred to on page 17.

Amongst the many extra responsibilities devolved to school level, P4 feels

maintenance is an enornous task to manage,

I haue to be tLrc mointenance manager and alutays be aware of
euerything thnt l,.a,s to be maintained at sclnol. Bemuse of all
tlrc uand.alism, managing mnintenance at mA sclwol rs an
immense task.

Linked to the maintenance management is the m€rnagement of security

and control at schools. Pl, P3, P4 & P5 are adamant that having to

provide security for every one at school is an overwhelming task for a

principal. When they close their school for school holidays, they become

apprehensive about the destruction awaiting them on their return.

They concur that the environment surrounding their schools is

deteriorating and they have to continually keep abreast and manage the

security and risk factors at their schools.

4.3.4.3 The support component

Most interviewees highlighted the support component of the role of the

principal.
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The Employment of Educators Act 76 (1998: c6a-65) describes the

principal's job as:

...prouiding professionnl leadership, guidnne, superuision and

offeing professionnl aduie on taork related matters; responsible

for deuelopment of staff training; participatirq in appraisal

procEsses; seruing onthe gouentirq bodg and participating inthe

ommunitg, wlwn refening to personnel and otlwr stakeholders.

P5 maintains, "...most principals have an bpen door' policy, to be

accessible to the school community needing support." C6 maintains that

the school community includes non-teaching and teaching stafI, as well

as the learners and their parents, who view the principal as someone in a

position to help and support them when they have problems.

Pl claims:

... os pincipal I not onlg lead and. manage; I also plag a substantial

supportiue role, especially nout with all tlrc drastic chnnges and

unertainties within education and mg sclwol ommunitg...

C3 refers to this supportive role ?S, o...a pastoral role principals

perform." Providing individual support is one of the vital dimensions of a

principal's role, according to Leithwood et al (1996:7891.
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These responses from principals and circuit managers with regard to the

contemporarJr roles of principals are consistent with the following

transformational leadership categories for leading educational reforms in

South African sehools:

o

a

setting direction (includes utsion buildirq, goal consensus and tlw

de uelop ment of high-p e rfo rmane expect atio* ) ;
deuelopirq people (irrcludes tlw prouision of indiuidualised support,

intellectrtal stimulation and tle modelling of ualues and practies

importanttothe mission of tlrc school);

organising (atlture buitding in which alleagues are motiuated bg

moral imperatiues and. stntchting, fosteing slwred decision-

makirq proc€sses and problem'soluing capacities); and

building relatiorrchips with th.e sclaol ammunitg.

a

a

(Leithwood et al, 1996: 785)

4.3.5 Common challenges facing principals

Principats were asked to indicate the challenges they faced as the leaders

of their schools. The circuit managers were asked to identi$r leadership

challenges of the principals in their circuit to see whether there was

concurrence with regard to common challenges within the same region.

All the interviewees deem the principal's role to be generally demanding

and challenging. According to them, this role has however, become even

more challenging after the 1994 reforms with the dramatic changes and

uncertainties in education. C6 adds that the social degeneration is

another reason for the principal's role being more challenging. Cl goes

as far as to say "managing schools on a daily basis can be a hightmale'.'
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4.3.5.1 Bombardment of policies and circulars

What all principals found most challenging was being overwhelmed by

the bombardment of policies and directives to which they are have to

respond in their professional capacity. According to P1,

ft is dffia,tlt to plan ahead and stick to those plans uhen Aou are
ontirutallg being bombarded with policies and dirediues. In
addition, fivanA due dates are unrealistic and impractical
sometimes.

P3 feels

Tlrc principal's load is too much, for exnmple, ttrcre are mnnA
duties Aou cawlot delegate: and also contirutouslg familiaising
gourself uith numuous policies and clnnges.

P5 refers to these changes as (...drastic..." making it more diflicult and

complex to respond to.

All principaJs find having to keep up to date and getting a good

perspective on new reforms is time-consuming. On the other hand,

principals also have to tend to the designated and unforeseen tasks,

which are customa-ry features in the daily running of a school.

Pl confirms this,

I rrced lots of energq because I am under pressure all the time,
I'ue see/L manA principals wla just mn't @pe with time
constraints.
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P2 agrees wholeheartedly

...manA things are happenirq at once, ard I find mgself busg,
busg, busg Wng to keep abreast wtth all departments and with
policg isszes I don't agree uitfL I also hnue a substantial
teaching timetable.

A11 circuit managers confirm these challenges a.re prevalent. According to

C2, "...firstly trylng to make sense of all the changes that have to

happen is very difficult ...'and C1 empathises; o... to keep up with all the

policies and circulars is very tough for principals." Although C3 finds:

Many pirwipals do not haue a broa.d picfire of ncu reforms and
how theg ftt info one anottrcr. Prirrctpals need a good perspectiue
of reforms before theg mn implement them.

4.3.5.2 Difliculty implementing new policies and directives

After making sense of the policies and circulars, all the principals and

circuit managers indicated the next challenge for the principals was

implementation.

According to Coombe and Godden (1996: 7-341and Mclennan (1997:39)

various education systems have been managed neither effectively, in the

sense of ensuring delivery of services, nor efficiently, in the sense of

saving resources. In the new system, there will be a need to find a
balance between effectiveness in terms of the basic objectives to be

achieved, and efficiency, in terms of the most rational use of resources.

They maintain principals managing the system will have to develop a new

set of standards for managing and allocating resources and educational

services.
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As Pl put it
euen as an expeiened pirrcipal tl,e respor*ibilifu for

implementing clwnges in education todag is a major chnllenge. It
is also clnllenging for rte to piorttise implementation
appropiate to tlw needs of mA sclwol.

P5 sees this challenge as difficult, as "... changing the culture at school."

The circuit managers concur. Cl refers to principals having difliculty

puttirlg transformation irtto practice. "httting Aour fiDneA
wlrcre Aour mouth is". This irrcludes finditg a balance and
effediuelg lnndlirry policies. In addition, tlrc pincipals making
adjustments to effediuelg implement policies.

C5 agrees, o... principals find dealing with transformation very hard..."

According to C4

Principal's and SGB fiitd it dffiailt to manage diuersity and
multicr.tltttralism ulrcn appointing new teaclers uho are
represenlatiue of tle sclnol population ulo auld assisf with
managing tra nsformation-

Although principals did not specifically raise the challenges of managing

diversity, multiculturalism and multilingualism, the circuit managers

raised it as a great challenge for principals generally.

Another challenge highlighted by circuit mangers and not by principals

was, according to C3, "... to present a school development plan, which is

a new concept - they didn't really know what to do; also school self

evaluation was very challenging for principals"
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4.3.5.3 Difliculty getting all stakeholders significantly involved

In order to implement most of these policies and directives, all principals

and circuit managers agree that it involves significant inclusion of many

stakeholders, which is challenging.

The SASA requires representative governing bodies to be established in

all public schools. The sphere of governing bodies is governance, in

which the democratic participation of the schools' stakeholders is

essential (DoE, 1996c: 16).

Principals also indicated they have the tremendous challenge of

consistency in management when working with school governing bodies.

P6 feels,

z? is challerqtng to get a sclwol gouernirtg bodg utlw is
supportiue and. nat onfrcntational. ft is dffianlt for the pincipal
to manage hnrmong behteen tlrc SGB and tlrc staff, especially if
tlrcre is terusion betuteen tlw tu.to. An SGB con cause hnuoc and
be obstntctiue to the @mmon uision of the sclwol if tleg twue
their own agenda. In addition" it is like 'pick-a-box', with the
unreftaintg of wlwt the nert SGB utould be like.

The SGB also poses many challenges for the principal. P1 maintainS, o...

as principal I have the responsibility to prepare, lead and support the

SGB." P2 & P5 agree that they find themselves being responsible to get

SGBs trained and re-trained. Many principa-ls agree that they still have

the responsibility of calling meetings and setting agendas. Circuit

managers agree that to have an effective SGB is challenglng for the

principal who has to take most of the responsibilities.
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All principals found that their responsibilities and accountability for

others had grown extensively beyond the sta-ff to the entire school

community which was very challenging.

Building teams is another great challenge for all principals. According to

P4, "drawing in the teachers and the community has been very

challenging". P6 maintains,

ft is a great clnllenge for tle pincipal to get tle sclwol
ommunitA to firstlg support and then follow a @mmon utsion.
Mg biggest challerrye is to get my staff togetlrcr. Not eueryone
supports ttrc ammon uisiory some hnue their own missions and.
wh.en tlrcg are powedul enoughtlrcg mn be destntctiue.

Circuit managers agree, according to Ct &, C2, that it is difficult for

principals to convince the staff to do things differently and make

paradigm shifts. According to C6

Bemuse of ttrc low morole, anfusiory frustration and rapid
clnnges it becomes dfficult for pirrcipals to errcourage and
inspire teaclrcrs. Many good experienced lead-teaclrcrs lnue
taken tlrc package or resigned. This leaues pinctpals Luith manA
neu) and. inexperierrced teaching staff, to empotaer to uork
efficienflg with neut reforms.

In addition, most principals'find motivating many experienced teachers

entrenched in their way of doing things, difficult to lead and manage. The

number of people the principal is responsible for and the human

resource management has increased tremendously. According to P6,

Tlrc prirrcipal hr:,s a responsibilitg for indiuidual appointments
and the deuelopment of the appointees. We also lnue to budget
for funds for trainirlg arld deuelopment.
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Therefore, most principals have indicated that they must be aware of all

labour policies involving appointments and in-semice training because as

P3 put it "... teachers a-re more labour orientated". C4 is adamant, "... the

vast labour issues alfecting stafl and parents are very challenging for

principals." P2 a-rgues that,

Altlaugh tlw pirwipal has more responsibilities, pirwipals ftild
tlwmselues in tlw position wlrcre tlrcg hnue to know so much
and. are still restrictedinlaut muchtheg ore able to do.

The Employment of Educators Act 76 (1998: c65) requires that principals

guide, supervise and offer professional advice on the work and

performance of all staff in the school.

4.3.5.4 lssues of declining discipline

Most principals indicated that they face the enormous task of being

responsible for the discipline of the school community that includes

teaching staff, non-teaching staff, learners and parents. Most principals

concur that there has been a decline in discipline at their schools.

In Donahue's (1997:213) overview of schools in South Africa, she noted

that:

... tlrcre is much discrzssion in South Afica about tlrc need to
restore a 'anlfire of teaching and.learnirg'in schoolg as tlrcre is
abund.ant euidene thnt in manA sclwols such a culture lws
broken down- Th.ere is no one single cause for this collapse, but
a. collsequelrce of an interrelated seies of problems, which is the
legacg of tte past.

According to P5, "Teachers and learners tend to be more confrontational.

Many misunderstand democracy to mean doing what they want.' P6 feels

there is a contradiction in the Education Department's general policy

that requires democratic and participatory management.
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P6 a-rgues that if principals go the route of the Education Labour

Relations Act and proceed with progressive discipline, as the Department

wants the principal to apply it, the principal could destroy relationships.

P6 believes,

TLrc pincipal stwuld be part of the process but tlw luman
resource diuision of the education department should driue the
process so that tlw principal can corrcenlrate on building ond
deueloping teams.

C4 reported that learner discipline in high school is worse than in

primary schools. All circuit managers agree that ill-discipline within the

school community is on the increase and challenging to principals, as

reflected in numerous problems reported to the Education Department.

Managing conflict is an arduous challenge for most principals. C6

reports that principals constantly have to deal with explosive situations

of conflict between members of the school communities. The principal is

ultimately responsible for dealing with the conflict.

4.3.5.5 Socio-economic challenges

The interviews clearly highlighted the enorrnous challenges principals of

schools in lower socio-economic areas face, challenges that their

colleagues in more a-ffluent areas do not have to contend with. This is in

line with what Van der Linde (2OO2: 519) states, that facets of the

management of change as a reaction to the current problems in South

African schools like disputed and disrupted authority relations between

principals, educators and poor school results, violence in arrd out of

schools and poor attendance by educators and learners.
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Principals, Pl, P3, P4 and P5, serving learners from lower socio-economic

areas find the adverse environments in which their schools are situated

immensely challenging. These principals a.re experiencing that the

problems of their surrounding environments are spilling over into their

schools. Pl and P5 affirm that vandalism, gangsterism, criminal

elements from the surrounding community constantly interrupt their

schools. P4 feels disappointed by the community,

Our sclwol utas situated near tle citA cenlre. We moued to be
situated phgsicallg tuithin tlrc communitA u)e serue. Nottt we find
tlrc surrourtding communitg fs nat interested in getting
significartly inuolued as u)e anticipated; tlea cause more
problems and prouide more clnllenges.

P3 also expressed her disappointment,

I am expeierwirq a anltural cLwnge at sclwol. T\wre lu,s been a
migration of our 'better learners' to ex-model C anl piuate
sclrools. Due to all our socio-ecorwmic problems, manA of our
learners are reallg underachieuirlg and are beirq blatantlg rude.

C5 is convinced that:

... prirrcipals' from tle ex-DET and tlwse working in the tourrchip ex-
HOR schools hnue more clnllenges tlwn oth.ers ulw attract tle 'cream
of tlrc crop' learners. Tle 'ltnue rwt's keep on rwt hnuing'.
Neuertlwless, mang of tlrcse pincipals are doing tleir utmost
und.er tryirry cirqtmstallces. The majoftA of tlrcse pfuwipals are
antinuallg 'swimming against *e tide'.

All circuit managers indicated an awa.reness and understanding of the

plight of principa-ls serving communities in lower socio-economic areas.
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4.3.5.6 Discrimination against women in leadership

The following table indicates the male and females interviewed. The

researcher purposefully included a gender representative sample to

determine whether gender was still a challenge in education

management.

Table 3 - Gender representation in the sample.

Principals M/F Circuit
ma[agers

M/F

P1 M c1 M

P2 F c2 F

P3 F c3 M

P4 M c4 F

P5 F c5 M

P6 M c6 M

According to most interviewees while the majority of teachers in this

EMDC region a.re women, only approximately 3Oo/o of the principals and

circuit managers in the EMDC region are females. Female principals and

circuit managers still find themselves in the minority in their respective

professional categories. The delineation of roles is still evident. Four of

the five females indicated that discrimination against women in

educational leadership and management is still rife in the education

sector. These females still experience stereotyping and negative attitudes

towards them in their respective positions.
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The Gender Equity Task Team (GETT) in their report argues that

ft utould be foolhnrdg to assume that there ts consensus about
wlrcther u)omerfs subordination erists, and if it does wlnt its
distinctiue clnracteisftcs are. Fufther, tlrcre is a degree of
wearisome intolerarrce about disourse on gender eEtitg.

(WCED, 1997:271

C2 had a culture shock when she came to Cape Town,

I utas accepted as a professional colleague in mA own ngfu in a
different prouince, but in tLrc Western Cape, I expeierrced
disapprouirq attitttdes towards a woman artd me being black.

C3 had a similar culture shock and experienced blatant challenges and

disapproval of her being a black woman from a disadvantaged area. She

maintains,

... euen tlvee Aears later people u)ere still unlermining me. I
crnl"stantlg lwd to anticipate their attacks, but the clnllenge gaue
me strengfr,h and I rww feel more anfidenl.

P4 argues, "Males are usually perceived as being strong but 'actions

speak for a women'.' P3 is adamant, o... our decisions are not always

accepted as easily as males, but it is improving." P3 also felt that the

culture in her school community discriminated against females in

teadership positions. A parent once refused to see her and demanded to

see the teal' principal.

Female principals maintained that it takes tough females to survive in

educational leadership and management.
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All the principals indicated that even though more decisions have been

devolved to school level, they do not feel empowered to deal with all the

responsibilities.

The changes and challenges that these principals are facing are

consistent with the global trends highlighted by Davies (1999:11).

Leaders and managers in schools ore faced uith tle chnllenge of
operating in a rapidlg chnrlgtrg uorld. In tfus uorld" tlle
gtobalisation of ecorwmic systems, techralogical aduarrce and
tlrc inrreased exped.atior-s thot society ha,s of its edumtion
sgstem lwue replaced post certainties with neut and urrcertain
fram.euorks. Dgnamic clnnge llrl,s beame tle order of the day.

It is evident that principals ale consistently faced with many challenges.

Over ald above the common dilemmas, certain principals'experience a

whole lot more daunting challenges. They therefore need support and

development to deal with these difliculties.

4.4 Support and development of principals by their EMDC

Principals and circuit managers were asked to describe the support and

leadership development principals received from EMDC for their

contemporar5r roles. In addition, they were asked whether it adequately

addressed their leadership challenges they face.

According to all principals, the EMDC has come up with some good

initiatives for developing professional relations between principals.

According to P1, a principal's forum was created to discuss matters

worrying principals at school level. AccordingtoP2, although this did not

happen before 1994, they now have more support in the circuits. Most

principals feel they know the other principals in their circuits personally

and are beginning to share and support each other.
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The IMG component of the EMDC's focuses on management and

governance co-ordination, support and empowernent, with a view to
support in the development of effective, self-sustaining learning sites that
provide quality education within the framework of national and

provincial education goals (WCED, 2000:30).

All principals indicated that they have a good professional relationship

with their circuit managers and this was confirmed by the circuit
managers. Quality improvement to a-rea offices enables circuit and area

managers to function effectively in their relationships to each other and

to schools (Teachers Inservice Project, 2OO2:3). All principals maintain

that relationships are beginning to be established with circuit managers

and between principals and they are beginning to work as a team.

All principals found the seminars and workshops €uranged by the EMDC

helpful, but not enough to assist with all the leadership challenges they

face. A11 the circuit managers agree, and indicated it is the intention of

the EMDC to meet their principals'development needs and to support

their contemporar5r professional roles. The Education Management and

Leadership Development (EMLD) planned by the EMDC for their
principals for August 2003 to March 2OO4 are as follows:

* Organisational Deuelopment;
* Inttoductionto Strategic Planning;
* Human Resource Management;
* Managing Policies; and
* Ptogressiue Dscipline/ Law Amend"ments.

All these are two day workshops presented by service providers outside

the WCED. Most of them a-re presented from 14.00 to 18.00, except

Organisational Development, which is presented from 08.00 to 16.00.
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Issues addressed in workshops are: effective school management; service

conditions; leadership; supervision; team building; time management;

evaluation processes; and implementing certain policies e.g. OBE, time

management, team building. According to Cl, only one workshop so far

was poorly presented, and circuit managers felt the need to follow up on

the workshop. Even though outsourced facilitators ran them, principals

found them quite relevant. P5 felt n... it was needs driven and addressed

relevant issues." Pl found, "Workshops and seminars that dealt with new

developments in education were most useful." P6 argueS, '... except for

the Covey workshop, no real leadership management training pertinent

to our leadership of schools has been offered." Four other principals tend

to agree with this.

A11 the circuit mangers agree that meeting the principals' needs is of

priority but also challenging for them as the system is constantly

redefining their roles. The system is more geared towards monitoring

than development and the control component is in place. Circuit

managers indicated that they still spend most of their time having to

monitor and control what schools are doing. This is contrar5r to the

EMDC's aim to offer a new organisational model for supporting school

development (Robinson et al,2OO2:21. C5 admits,

We mag lwue been naiue and idealistic in belieuirlg we utould be
deuelopm.ental officers as fito gears doun the lir'rc it hi:,s rwt
mnterialised at the EMDC. We lwue not done as much as u)e
utould tike. Tlrc ctrq.dt manager fs best plaed professionnllg as
a link betueen the school and tLe education department.
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The circuit managers are convinced that development and support for

principals is a process and they have initiated the process. C4 maintains

that,

u)e are trainirry pincipals from surueAs tae ltnue sent to
pindpals to access their nceds - but rwt actuallg inuolued
pincipals in drauing up tlrc suruegs ond lookirq irxo tlwir needs
- uhnt tleg reallg need. The EMDC hr:,s their perceptiors of wlwt
ue think thcg need for training.

C4 concedes,

It is a clwllenge for tlw EMDC to see tlwt all tleir prirwipals are
adeqtatelg empowered for tlwir antemporary tasks. There is
training in progress but "time on task' is a major hindrarrce.

Circuit managers a.re confident that although it is difficult they are

making progress to empower their principals for the challenges they face

in their contemporar5r roles.

4.4 Leading educational reform in schools

Principals were asked how they were dealing with current reforms that

require managers to work in democratic and participative ways to build

relationships and ensure efficient and effective delivery. Circuit managers

were asked to veri$r how the principals were dealing with these reforms.

It is evident from all the principals' responses and all the circuit

managers' perceptions that many principals a-re becoming more

empowered and confident when dealing with new reforms. Most

principals find that they are not as reliant on the EMDC as previously

and feel more confident to take the initiatives at school.
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Circuit managers agree as they found enquiries and requests from

principals about educational reform have subsided since 2000. According

to C2,

In the middle of 2002 I beome conscious ttwt mg teleplwne did
not ring as ofien as it usuallg did. I started gettirlg manA
teleptnne calls from mg prinripals to inform me of tleir initiatiues
rather than ask for mg initiatiues. I tlen realised thnt principals
are deuelopirlg and begtnnirry to address tlvir oun chnllenges.

Most circuit managers also experience principals collaboratively

addressing issues with them and within the circuits. The principals who

are best able to deal with current reforms are those who are bpen' to

change and committed to lifelong learning.

However, all circuit managers have indicated that many other principals

in their circuits are not able to deal with the current reforms in

education due to either inexperience and or lack of fundamental skills.

Cl is convinced,

Eueryone ts using transformational jargon and" agreeirry in
pinciple. Howeuer, it is euident bg the amplaints lodged at tlrc
EMDC tlnt reueal mang pincipals stlll hnue to chnnge, some
more than oth.ers to deal with issues of discipline (learner &
teaclrcr) and. qlfira

Nevertheless, all circuit m€magers are optimistic and confident that they

are in a position to assist and support these principals. This is to ensure

transformation in schools towards a democratic and participatory

education for all stakeholders.
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4.6 Conclusion

Davies (1999:11) insists that leaders and managers in schools are faced

with the challenge of operating in a rapidly changing world. He maintains

that in this world, the globalisation of economic systems, technological

advance and the increased expectations that society has of its education

system have replaced past certainties with new and uncertain

frameworks. The researcher has succeeded in determining that the role

of the principals in the study has indeed changed. Dynamic change has

indeed become the order of the day according to all the interviewees.

It is evident that since t994 the nature of the role of the principals has

changed, and is extensive and comprehensive. The principals highlighted

three m4ior components in their roles.

o

o

o

The leadership component involves interaction among people to

initiate new objectives and measures that contribute to the ability

of the school community to meet current and future demands.

These social processes emphasize participation as the means

though which principals obtain the consent of school communit5r

to be led and managed;

The management component is concerned with carrying out policy

and handling the day-to-day, routine functions and activities of the

school to keep it running smoothly. Management deals with the

short-term issues of how, what and when things are done and by

whom; and

The support component deals with the pastoral duties of the

principals. These duties include helping groups and individuals

who have professional and personal problems within the school

community.
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The researcher was also able to determine the common challenges faced

by the principals; bombardment of policies and directives, difficulty in

implementing new policies and directives, difficulty in getting atl

stakeholders significantly involved and issues of declining discipline. In

addition, it was determined that many principals are facing immense

socio-economic problems directty affecting their schools. Principals

serving lower socio-economic school communities experience significantly

more challenges than their colleagues serving higher socio-economic

school communities. They have to lead school communities in

increasingly dangerous and volatile environments. Managing

maintenance and security at these schools are overwhelming challenges.

There are also indications of gender disparities in educational leadership

and management. Female managers indicated that discrimination

against women in leadership and management is still prevalent.

A11 principals recognised the EMDC has come up with some good

initiatives for developing professional relations between principals. It was

established that, although atl principals found the seminars and

workshops €uranged by the EMDC helpful, it was not enough to assist

with all the leadership challenges they face. All the circuit managers

concurred, and indicated that there is the notion of shifting away from

control of schools, towards the idea of transforming EMDCs into

Professional Development Centres that focus on support for schools

which is the purpose of the EMDCs as indicated by Robinson et al

(2oo2:tl.

Although there is an indication that many principals are getting to grips

with dealing with current reforms in education, many are still struggling

to deal with new education policy, which requires managers to be able to

work in democratic and participative ways to build relationships and

ensure efficient and effective delivery.
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CIIAPTER FTVE

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMEITDATIONS

5.1 Conclusions

Education reforms necessitate school leaders who are competent to work

in democratic and participatory ways to build significant relationships,

as well as to ensure effective and efficient education that addresses

redress and reconstruction. The overarching conclusion of this study is

that this contemporar5r role places exacting demands on principals. They

have the responsibility to drive and sustain the process, yet the

researcher found no formal training for this critical position. Leadership

and management development therefore becomes imperative for building

capacity amongst school leaders. Recognition of the need for specific

preparation for aspiring and practising principals in order to generate the

positive effects identified in the school effectiveness resea-rch has been

slow to emerge.

Chapter 4 documented strong views that are in favour of the notion that

the contemporary role of the principal is more extensive in the context of

current reforms. Principals a.re under pressure all the time, as their

responsibilities have grown immensely. Change is being experienced as

being too rapid, too vast and in too many areas simultaneous. At this

rate, burn out seems inevitable. Being a 'change agent' in the

transformation process was found to be the most challenging aspect of

the contemporary role of the principals in the study.
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What is particularly evident is the sheer volume of work that principals

are involved in on different levels. A pattern that emerged in the analysis

is that on an almost daily basis due to constant interruptions and new

developments, the principals'are prioritising duties. This highlights the

tremendous pace at which they are working, as they shift between the

teachers, learners, community, administration, and organisational

support and development. Frincipals experience €ul incongruity in
general education policy that advocates democratising and decentralising

SBM. More powers are devolved to principals but they do not feel

empowered to implement them. Principals a.re still experiencing

predominant features of working in a bureaucratic system. They

indicated that they are being bombarded with numerous policies and

circulars with ridiculous response and implementation deadlines. The

unrealistic demands on their time are hindering effective leadership.

The ill discipline of learners as well as teachers appea.rs to be on the

increase, which negates the effective management of schools. Principals

find empowering new teachers, and motivating experienced teachers very

challenging. Teacher and learner absenteeism has escalated to extreme

levels in many disadvantaged schools. Many teachers seem to be more

concerned with their own labour issues and less with the vision of the

school. Principals in disadvantaged schools understand their teachers

are under enoffnous pressure to implement change in classrooms that

are not conducive to teaching and learning, and those in former black

and coloured' schools are finding their best learners a-re migrating to
former tnodel c'and private schools.

Getting all role players significantly involved is an arduous task for all

principals. Many still criticise rather than contribute. Four of the six

principals indicated that the SGB is a burden rather than a benefit.
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A frightening task for principals in disadvantaged schools is the perilous

responsibility of ensuring the safety of everyone at school in volatile and
dangerous environments, which is worsening. The psychosocial needs

are distracting principals from the core business of ensuring quality
teaching and learning. Unless these factors a.re attended to, the
principals of disadvantaged schools will not be able to lead their schools

optimally. The EMDC will definitely have to develop a position around

this issue for leaders of these schools. Their colleagues in advantaged

schools are optimally utilising their adequate resources (human and
physical) to lead to successful results. Advantaged schools in this study
are to a large extent already able to initiate, organise and manage their
own support. This is an indication that many advantaged schools have

already succeeded in school-based management. Unfortunately, many

are still oblivious of their colleagues who are still stuck in a struggle to

acquire and maintain inadequate resources (human and physical) for
quality education.

Another struggle that prevaits is gender representation. Although the
majority of teachers in the EMDC region are female only 3o%" are in
management positions.

Most principals are still caught up or bogged down with issues at school

level and do not comprehend their vital contribution to national reform.

Chapter 4 also served as a vantage point to witness the attitudes of the
principals and circuit managers towards the crucia-l role they play as

change agents in the transformation process. The overall impression

created by the research is that the principals and circuit managers are

cognisant that they should empower themselves with the expertise to
lead transformation in education effectively and efliciently.
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Circuit m€magers stated that all principats agree with transformation in
principle, but several complaints lodged at the EMDC indicate that many
principals are not able to put democratic and participatory principles

into practice. It emerged that even though circuit managers are aware of
the challenges principals'face, their intervention attempts are frustrated

by loads of administration and the top down approach from the head

office. Circuit m€u"ragers only feel able to interrogate decisions made at
EMDC level but not those coming from the head oflice. Owing to this, the
researcher concluded that the circuit managers are not involved in the

authentic development approach that was envisaged for EMDCs as

stated in Chapter 2.

Despite the hindra.nce by the head office, there is an indication that the

foundation for the process of developing and supporting school

leadership is being set. Communication networks between principals and

circuit managers are being established. A spirit of collegiality between
principals and circuit managers is starting to emerge, although it was

highlighted that principals from the same race groups still gravitate

towards each other. The networking initiated by the EMDC is becoming

effective because messages and information for school leaders are

reaching recipients promptly and efficiently. Many principals a.re making
optimal use of the networking to share, support and learn from each

other.

Principals indicated that they found many aspects of the Education

Management and Leadership workshops useful. However, they were

inadequate to equip or empower them for their contemporary roles and
the challenges they face. The circuit managers conceded that they are

only in the initial stages of rendering quality service through the Work
Skills Plans that has become an important vehicle to render service for
school management needs on €ul ongoing basis.
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It is against this background that the researcher arrived at the

conclusion that the pace of the transformation process for education

management development is rather slow. However, with the optimism of

the principals and circuit managers towards the transformation process,

the pace may increase.

5.2 Generalisability and limitations of the study

Generalisations are met with scepticism in single case studies (Mhlanga,

1999:70). However, Cohen and Manion (1989: 25) acknowledge alongside

other researchers, that there are valuable insights to be gained from a
study of a single rather unique case in so far as case studies probe

deeply and analyse intensively.

The extent to which this study can contribute to the academic debate on

education management development needs to be located within this

context. This research study has attempted to give detailed insight into

the reforms affecting the leadership and management of schools. In

addition, the contemporary role of the school principals was revealed and

the relationship between the challenges principals face and the

development and support of their EMDC explored.

This study was conducted during a significant the period of educational

transformation in South Africa. Legislation requires public schools to

undergo transformation. EMDCs were created to assist in development

and support for schools in their regions. From the case study,

conclusions about the role of the principals and the challenges they face

could be generalised to other EMDC regions as they have similar public

schools and principals from similar circuits. This study indicates many

common experiences in the transformation process that other EMDC

regions might also identi$r with.
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Therefore, this study opens up broad issues for principals and circuit

managers in other EMDC regions to reflect on and consider, given their

respective contexts. It is hoped that other EMDC regions can benefit from

this study by identi$ring with commonalities in management and

leadership.

Due to transformations in public schools more case studies of this

nature are required. This is a-ffirmed by Mhlanga (1999: 70) who points

to the richness and accuracy that a combination of case studies can give.

This study has produced a rich variety of international literature

regarding educational leadership management and development.

However, the researcher found very little South African literature on the

subject.

There is also insufficient education leadership and management theory

and practice developed from the local, South African reality. International

perspectives are usually utilised.

Due to the scope of this mini-thesis, this study was limited to the

principal and did not include the School Management Teams, who are

vital to school leadership artd management.

The Human Resource Department could have been included in
interviews as they are also directly involved in education management

development (EMD).

Despite these limitations, the principals and circuit managers responded

adequately to all the research questions.
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5.3 Recommendations

Bearing in mind the significance and complexity of the contemporary role

of the principal in leading transformation in school communities the

following recommendations are made: -

The different directorates at Head office and the different components of

the EMDC should have a co-ordinated system of dispensing policies and

circulars to schools, to avoid duplication. They should meticulously

refine policies and circulars so that principals are not burdened with

unnecessary irrelevant information. This must be done timeously so that

principals can plan strategically. Communicating information can be

done in a forum so that principals can interact with it and each other.

Principals need to be empowered to identify and be awa-re of individual

and organisational needs and how to address them. Frincipals require an

awa.reness of the potential problem of stress, to understand the

dynamics of stress and take steps to manage work stress in order to

maintain maximum effectiveness. Principals should also be more

involved in needs analysis for professional development. Experienced

principals indicated that they preferred ongoing residential refresher

courses as they too can become complacent. These courses should keep

principals abreast of the rapid reforms in education.

Principals should be accommodated by getting time off, and away from

school. This is essential before the implementation of new complicated

policies or after a major crisis at a school, as it could avert psychological

and physical burn-out. Principals need opportunities to reflect, gain

insight and enhance their leadership by interacting significantly with

peers, other local and international colleagues.
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Principals should not be included as part of the educator/learner ratio in
the school establishment, as most principals are too busy leading and
managing to teach. In addition, circuit mangers should be allocated
fewer than their approximately 20 schools so that they can provide a
developmental approach, putting democratic and participatory principles
into practice.

A system should a-lso be established for clearer ca.reer paths for
educators - most respondents felt that a principal could stagnate and
retard the development of the school for many years. Contract positions
for five years have been suggested in the study.

Even though our region is rich in training providers with considerable
diversity and skills, it is imperative to have a national stratery in place to
deal with leadership, management and planning training need.s.

The following recommendations for the preparation, development and
support of aspiring, newly appointed and experienced principals, adapted
from Bush and Jackson (2001) can provide useful guidelines for the
paramount task.

* well-structured educational leadership and management
programmes should be established for aspiring principals. These

leadership and management programmes should focus on: policy,

district and school context, vision, mission and transformational
leadership, ?S well as instructional leadership that gives prominence

to issues of curriculum, learning and teaching. Finally, is important
to incorporate the main task areas of administration and
m€ulagement, such as human resources, professional development,
finance and external relations.
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* The complexity of the school leadership role arguably necessitates

higher order intellectual skills, therefore leadership and management

programmes should be certificated at master's level. In addition, these

qualifications should be mandatory for appointment to a principal's

post.

A compulsory internship should be incorporated in the leadership and

management programmes. These leadership and management

programmes should be offered at a special academy or institution

available to aspiring school principals.

This internship should preferably be completed in different school

contexts with different principals to gain as broad an experience as

possible.

Effective, efficient and experienced principals a-re ideal models to be

shadowed by trainee principals. The experienced principals could be

trained to coach and mentor aspiring intern principals.

Provision should be made to include retired principals in the

orientation programmes to acquaint newly appointed principals with

their positions. These retired principals could assist inexperienced

principals on a part-time basis during their first year in the post.

As it is a professional service to mentor, induct and nurture intern

ald newly appointed principals, these mentors should receive

monetary compensation for the work they do.

It is evident that principals in different school contexts experience

different challenges, so consultation at school level is crucial when

planning professional development for experienced principals.

*

,t

rt(

*

*
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* School principals require advanced studies and practice to acquire the

ability to develop understanding as well as knowledge and skills to go

beyond description to analysis and synthesis.

In dealing with a wide ra.nge of issues, plus managing relationships

with many different groups within and outside the school, principals

need to be able to call on an extensive resenroir of expertise and

experience, to identifir solutions to what are often intricate problems.

New, more systematic thinking to develop a South African

understanding of education management is necessary. In addition, a

systematic conceptualisation of education management development

strategies is essential. Educational leaders, managers and researchers

should be involved in producing South African material on education

leadership and management, that is theory and practice based.

A goal should be to develop incrementally the EMDCs administrative

capability to lead and facilitate improvement. The IMG must have the

ability and willingness to work closely with principals. In addition,

they should develop the management capabilities of administrators

and principals to lead change.

*

*

o

a

The Department of Education (1999: 14-15) maintains that changes

implemented through districts in a jurisdiction take up to ten years to

become effective. The following recommendations adapted from Fullen

(1991) could be beneficial for the IMG and EMDC to assist the process:

The EMDC director should be knowledgeable and actively supportive

of change in the IMG component.
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o Directly and indirectly (e.g. through principals) provide resources,

training and the clear expectation that schools are the main centres of

change.

. IMG officials will have to understand the local history of innovation

experiences and overcome the barriers by their actions and improve

efforts for change at school level.

Strategies should be used both consistently and persistently to

establish norns and capacity for collaboration and continuous

improvement.

a

o Recognise that implementing any strategr for improvement is itself a

fundamental implementation problem - developing new procedures for

improvement means working with system members over a period of

time in which they come to understand, modify and become skilled

and believe in the effectiveness of the change approach being used.

. Monitor the improvement process - the information-gathering system

to assess and address the problems of implementation must be

institutionalised.

. Above all, the IMG must work on becoming an expert agency in the

change process - vision building - working and thinking through

problems with others in conceiving alternative futures. Becoming

expert in the change process means increasing the number of people

in the EMDC who become experts in change - the capacity for change

must permeate all aspects of the EMDC.
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The central task of the EMDC is therefore to build the capacity of the

IMG and their school principals to lead innovation for the new education

reforms in schools in the Western Cape.

Therefore, it necessitates EMDCs changing district operations so that

they constantly provide support required for schools to achieve their

goals.

Such reforms according to Marshall-Smith et a.l (199a: 117) would be

gfeatly facilitated by a movement away from separate projects to a
coherent change programme.

Helping to build such an integrated network of support to school

management must therefore be a major objective of education

management development.

It is hoped that these recommendations would be significant and

beneficial to EMDCs and school leadership and management

development.
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APPENDf,X A

INTERVIEUI SCHEDULE

Dear Frincipal

I would like to express my sincere appreciation for your significant

cooperation in allowing me to conduct an interview with you.

The purpose of the interview is to gather information about the reality of

your position as school principal. Thus, I would like to discuss the

following issues with you:

tr Your role as principal slnce 1994

tr Your erperlence wlth the new school reforms

tr Your challenges to lead and manage yoru school effectively

tr Your professioaal developnent provided by your EMDC

tr Your recornmendations for effective and efflcieat school

leadersh,lp

I look forward to our interview because I am sure you have a great deal if

essential information to contribute to this study.

Thanking you for your valuable cooperation

Yours in the interest of education

Sharlene Rayners

(Researcher)
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INTERVIEUI SCHEDULE

Dear Circuit Manager

I would like to express my sincere appreciation for your significant

cooperation in allowing me to conduct an interview with you.

The purpose of the interview is to gather information about the reality of

your position as circuit manager. Thus, I would like to discuss the

following issues with you:

tr Your role as circuit matrager since 1994

tr Your exlrerience of your high school prtncipals roles since 1994

tr Your principals exlreriences with the aew school reforms

tr Your prtnctpals challenges to lead and Eanage their schools

effectlvely and efficiently
D Your EMDCts professloaal developmeat services you provided to

your principals.

tr Your recommendatlons for elfectlve and efliclent school

leadershlp

I look forward to our interview because I am sure you have a great deal if
essential information to contribute to this study.

Thanking you for your valuable cooperation.

Yours in the interest of education

Sharlene Rayners (Researcher)
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APPENDf,X B

INTERVIEUI GUIDE
PRINCIPALS

(MALE/FEMALE)

1. How many learners are enrolled at this school?

2. How many teachers employed at this school?

3. How long have you been teaching before you became principal?

4. How did you proceed to become principal? What formal training did
you receive for the position?

5. How long have you been a principal, and how significant is your role?

6. How has your role as principal changed since 1994?
How would you describe your contemporary role as principal?

7. What are the challenges you face as the leader of your school?

8. Describe the support and leadership development you have received
from your EMDC for your contemporary role?

9. How are you dealing with new education policy requires managers who
are able to work in democratic and participative ways to build
relationships and ensure efficient and effective delivery.

10. Did the leadership development adequately address the school
leadership challenges you face? Explain.

11. What recommendations would you make for developing effective
principal leadership?
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INTERVIEW GUIDE

CIRCUIT MANAGERS

(Male/Female)

1. How long have you been a circuit manager?

2. How many schools to you manage?

3. How has your management of schools changed since 1994? Explain.

4. Describe your professional relationship with principals in your circuit,
and how you are able to assess their competence?

5. How would you describe the contemporary role of the principals in
your circuit since 1994?

6 What are the leadership challenges facing principals in your circuit?

7. How does the EMDC support and develop principals to deal with their
challenges in their contemporary roles? Leadership Development
Programmes etc.?

8. How are your principals dealing with current reforms that require
managers to work in democratic and participative ways to build
relationships and ensure efficient and effective delivery?

9. How would you assess the relationship between the leadership
development and support principals receive and the school leadership
challenges they face?

10. What recommendations would you make for effective leadership
in your schools?
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